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briefs
Harry Edwards
Appointed To
U.S. Court Post
Harry T. Edwards, U-M law
professor, has been appointed to fill a
vacancy on the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit.
He had been nominated for the post in
Deamber by President Carter.
Edwards assumed the federal court
post in March following confirmation
by the U.S. Senate. At 39, he is one of
the youngest judges sitting on a U.S.
appeals court. The Washington court
is generally considered one of the
most influential in the nation, second
only to the U.S. Supreme Court. It
deals primarily with cases of national
dgnif icance.
The court vacancy was created by
the recent decision of Chief Judge
David Bazelon to assume "senior
status."
A member of the Michigan law
faculty since 1970 and a specialist in
labor law and arbitration, Edwards
was elected chairman of the board of
Amtrak, the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation, in April, 1979.
He had first been appointed by
President Carter as an Amtrak board
member in 1977.
Edwards, a 1962graduate of Cornell
University, received his law degree
from the U-M in 1965 graduating with
"high distinction." He served on the
Michigan Law Review and-wasa
member of the national legal honor
society, the Order of the Coif.
Before joining the U-M law faculty,
he spent five years with the firm of
Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather &
Geraldson in Chicago. He has also
served on the Harvard Law School
faculty from 1975-77 and holds a
summer post with the Harvard
Institute of Educational Management.
Edwards is the author of four
textbooks, including The Lawyer as a
Negotiator, Collective Bargaining and
Labor Arbitration, Higher Education
and the Law, and a legal casebook,
Labor Relations Law in the Public
Sector.
Edwards has served as vice
president of the board of governors of

the National Academy of Arbitrators,
and has been a member of the nineperson executive committee of the
Association bf American Law Schools.
, He was among a group of lawyers
designated to serve on the American
Bar Association Commission on Law
and the Economy, which recently
issued a widely-known report on
"Federal Regulation: Roads to
Reform."
Since 1976 he served as a member of
the Administrative Conference of the
United States. In 1977 he was
appointed by the President as a
member of the International Women's
Year Commission.
Edwards is married to Ila Hayes
Edwards and has two children, Brent,
11,and Michelle, 8.

Harry T.Edwards

Knauss, Morgan,
And Schneider Named
Supreme Court Clerks
Three recent graduates of the
University of Michigan Law School
have been named clerks for U.S.
Supreme Court justices for the courl
term beginning fall, 1980.
The U-M Law School consistently
has one or two graduates selected as
Supreme Court clerks each year. This
is the first time in recent history that
three graduates have been named to
the sought-af ter clerkships.
The graduates selected were Robert
Knauss, who will clerk for Justice
William H. Rehnquist; Richard
Greg~ryMorgan, who will clerk for
justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr.; and Carl
E. Schneider, who will serve under
Justice Potter Stewart. The three
clerks, all 1999 law graduates, will
serve for one year.
Knauss, a graduate of Ann Arbor's
Pioneer high school where he starred
on the tennis team, is currently
serving as law clerk for Judge Walter
R. Mansfield of the U.S. Court
of Appeals in New York City. At U-M
Law School he was note editor of the
Michigan Law Review. (His father,
Robert L. Knauss, was a U-M law
professor and vice-president for
student services, and until recently
dean of Vanclerbilt University School
of Law.)Knauss' younger brother
Charles is currently a U-M law
student.)

percent in recent years, but they have
not succeeded similarly in increasing

$?t. Antoine said that organized
Jabor has probably made its greatest
impact in the "f urtherance of humane
valuesv--such as giving employees a
voice in determining working
conditions and benefits, and creation
of the grievance and arbitration
process-rather than in "supposed
economic triumphs.
"Collective bargaining gives the
employee a voice in the workplace, an
opportunity to participate in
determining the conditions under
ich he shall perform his duties, and
form, at least, of the compensation
&at1 receive for his labora.
'By pressing for health and other
ursnce plans, pensions,
supplemental unemployment
benefits, and similar non-wage types
of compenaation, for example, unions
have obviously had a significant and
beneficial influence on the shape of
the labor slice of the economic pie,
if they have n01thad muqh effect
onits overall size."
Turning to the question of
"affirmative action," St. Antoine said
he believes that preferential
treatment of milnaritiesand women is

group remedy to cure this group
wrong," said St. Antoine.
But the professor warned that "we
rnust not allow the drug of raceconscious and sex-conscious behavior
to become habit-forming. Affirmative
action must cease when its goals have
been substantially accomplished."
In all likelihood, he said, "the pride
of the beneficiaries themselves will
call for an end to favored treatment
when it is no longer needed. Specie1
admissions programs for O r i e n ~ l
stud.ents are already being phased aut
on the West Coast."

Prof. Allen's New Book:
"Law, Intellect,
And Education"
The traditional "moralistic" bent of
the criminal law-which holds
criminals as being Elally responsible
for their actions-often is in conflict
with modern social science theories,
which emphasize the many different
circumstances influencing a person's
choices, notes a U-M authority.
But, says law Prof. Francis A.
Allen, the concept of moral
"blameworthiness" is likely to persist
in the criminal law because this is the
most widely accepted public view of
criminal behavior.
Allen, a criminil law authority,
discusses some of these problems in
an essay. "Criminal Law and the
Modern Consciousness," that appears
in his new book Caw, Intellect, and
Education ($5.95 paperback, $12
hardcover). This book has been
released as part of the Michigan
Faculty Series of the U-MPress.
Other of Allen's essays, dating from
1949 to present, deal with such
questions aslstudent attitudes, politics
and universities in the 1960's, antiintellectualism in legal education,
"relevance" in law education, and the
future of legal training. A former
president of the Association of
American Law Schools, Allen served
as U-Mlaw dean from 1966 to 1971.
Discussing the rift between social
science and legal theory, Allen writes:
"Educated persons, especially those
trained in the behavioral sciences,
of ten experience shock when first
exposed to a more comprehensive
encounter with the substantive
criminal law. The shock stems in the
first instance from its highly
moralistic vocabulary. The law speaks

,

of~eulpabilityand responsibility, of
purpps, justification and excuse, of
': &ilt.y minds and p i l t y acts.
"The vocabulary of the criminal law
- p ~ s i t s , ~appears
or
to posit, a model of
&gokind eo* osed of individuals
wBcr are more ly iautonornous,capable
of'pe~oeIvingand selecting
, alkbrnatives, free to choose and to act,
and hence Itable to characterization
as praiseworthy or blameworthy.'"
., mSs,legal wri~ntationruns counter
to many aaumptiom of modern
thought, nirtes Allen, particularly the
"tendency to view the human actor as
a party acted on by pre-existent events
and circumstances which significantly
influence, if not determine, his
bbhavior,"
But Allen explains why the
"blameworthiness" principle is likely
to persist:
"An operating system of law, even
one in a to tali tarian regime, demands
high levels of voluritary compliance.
This in turn requires the articulation
and application of principles that'are
comprehensible to persons subject to
jbe law. . . (and that appeal) to an
almost instinctual feeling of fitness or
propriety.
"The facts suggest that attempts to
eliniinate the element of
blameworthiness from criminal law
theory would render the penal law
incoherent and threaten the law's
capacity to inspire voluntary
compliance."
The "blameworthiness" principle
also serves as a limitijngfactor with
regard to state power, Allen points
out. "Thus it may be asserted that the
state must not impose criminal
sanctions on an accused unless his
behavior is fairly subject to moral
c~ndemnation."
Further information on Law,
Iniellect, and Education is available
- ,from the University of Michigan
Press, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48109.
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Allen Delivers
William L. Storrs
Lecture Series
Desire for more uniform criminal
sentencing, worries of increasing
crime, and concerns about
governmental expenditures are
among the factors contributing to
today's sharp decline in the
acceptat-ipe of penal "rehabilitation"
as a central goal of our criminal,
justice system, says a University of
Michiqan legal scholar.

Delivering the William L. Storrs
lectures in the fall at ale Law School,
U-M law Prof, Francis A. Allen said
the "rehabilitative ideal" has also
been attacked for its alleged failure to
"cure" criminals and prevent
recidivism, and on grounds that
prisoner rights may have been
violated in some coercive therapy
programs.
Justified as thew critics might be,
said Allen, penal rehabilitation 5s
likely to play at least a "peripheral"
role during the rest af the 20th
century, refleoting the ethical concern
of "avoiding deterioration of human
beings on penal confinement."
The U-M professor warned that
I
total abandonment of rehabilitative
goals could have serious social
consequences.
An authoriky on criminal law, Prof.
Allen discussed "The Decline of the
Rehabilitative Ideal: Penal Policy and
1
Public Purpose" in the three-part Yale
lecture series in Odober. The Storrs
lectures are among the most
prestigious of law school lectures.
Noting ethical concerns in
rehabilitation, Allen said that "in
I dealing even with those who have
seriously breached community norms
of conduct, it is wrong for the state to
strip from human beings all hope and
opportunity for self development."
The decline of the rehabilitative
ideal could also serve to undermine
efforts at maintaining conditions of
"fundamental decency" in prisons,
Allen warned.
'"It is an historical fact that the great
reforms in the physical and moral
conditions of institutional life have
been accomplished largely by persons
whose humanitarian impulses were
joined with rehabilitative aspirations.
"The sober questions arise: who
will perform these moderating
functions, where will the impetus
toward humane treatment come from,
when such personnel are eliminated
or drastically reduced in numbers?"
Allen predicted that prison
rehabilitation is most likely to survive
in voluntary programs, where
participation is not a pre-condition for
early release or special parole
I benefits.
"A strategy that would avoid
J
conditioning prison release on inmate
participation in rehabilitative
programs may be defined as that most
likely to achieve rehabilitative gains.
"Under coercive regimes the goal of
rehabilitation is rarely one originated
or accepted by the prisoner. His
objective is early release, and when
release is accelerated by appearances
of rehabilitation, the prisoner will
studiously concoct such
appearances," said Allen.
I

I
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There is also a strong movement
today toward "community based
treatment" of criminals, which
implies opportunities for
rehabilitation, according to the U-M
professor.
One of the major factors
contributing to the downfall of the
rehabilitative ideal, according to
Allen, has been concern over
sentencing disparities and inequities
in the administration of parole.
Proposals for fixed sentencing for
specific crimes, designed to achieve a
more even-handed treatment of
criminals, are in part a reflection of
our current sensitivity to possible
abuses of power by governmental
institutions, said Allen.
But, argued the professor, "some
reformers have not fully calculated
the costs of solutions that would
substantially eliminate or radically
truncate sentencing discretion.
"Ironically enough, limiting
discre tion in the interest of equality of
treatment also limits the possibilities
of justice in individual cases."
The U-M professor cited the
example of youthful offenders:
"Vandalism of property by young
offenders is a cpntinuing occurrence
in virtually a11 communities. Many
judges respond to the phenomenon by
imposing penalties much lower than
those authorized by statute.
Destructiveness of this kind is seen as
a phase of growing up. With these
considerations in mind, the court may
accept informal arrangements of
restitution and substitutes for fines or
imprisonment.
"Occasionally, however, vandalism
escalates into an epidemic. In such a
situation the court may determine that
to stem the tide qf destruction,
exemplary sentences must now be
imposed."
Likewise, large-scale withdrawal of
support from prison rehabilitation
effortscould create social and
eventually political unrest, said Allen.
"Theories of rights which, if
implemented, prevent or seriously
obstruct the achievement of such
social purposes are not likely to
survive in the long pull," said Allen.
They "contain the danger of
breeding revulsions that strip public
support from proper efforts to protect
individuals from tyrannical
governmental interventions."
Examining some of the social factors
influencing the decline of the
"rehabilitative ideal," Allen noted
that over the past decade, there have
been "many indications of substantial
losses of confidence in the capacities
and motives underlying traditional
programs of behavior alteration and
guidance.

Theodore J. St, Antoine

Of Running a Solid Ship
And Other
Legal Matters:
A Former Dean Reflects

I

Prof. Theodore J. St. Antoine has
returned to teaching at the Law
School. He says it is, after all, what he
enjoys doing best. While
acknowledging that his years as a
dean [1971-78)were not without
rewards and that he is "very, very
honored to have been dean at
Michigan," for him administration is
rether one of the necessary evils
associated with the academic
experience; teaching and research are
his preferred choices. He is glad to be
back.
Refreshed by a summer abroad and
a sabbatical year at Duke University,
,'St.Antoine is now settled in a ninth'floor office in the Legal Research
Building, graciously and amiably
sharing impressions of his recent
experiences and looking to the future.
Duke University was "a delightful
place to spend a year and sort of
'recharge the batteries' and slowly get
readjusted to the life of teaching and
research full time." As a smaller
school it provided a more relaxed
atmosphere, and, he adds, "I'm afraid
theclimate has a substantial edge over
Mi chigaa's. "
Then Game the opportunity to teach
for three weeks at the Saleburg
Seminar in American Studies.

Sandwiched between two two-week
"very hurried American tourist
rambles" of London, Paris, and
Bavaria, and then Venice, Florence,
and Rome, the three-week stay in
Salzburg provided a chance to know
"the life of one particular area
reasonably well." Living in Schloss
Leopoldskron, where some of the
scenes of "The Sound of Music" were
shot, "we were constantly being
overrun by tourists taking pictures of
us peasants. We always kept saying
we ought to yodel at them to provide a
little atmosphere."
As for the seminar itself, St. Antoine
calls it "one of the most satisfying
experiences I've had in my lifetime."
It was structured as a group of 50
fellows drawn from all over Europe
(persons usually five to ten years out
of law school-practitioners, judges,
academic people, government
officials), with four American
academics serving as faculty and with
U.S. Supreme Court Justice William
H. Rehnquist as the chairman of the
faculty. Because of the intense contact
during the three weeks, the seminar
allowed for many heart-warming
relationships to be established, a
number of which, St. Antoine
believes, will be maintained for a
lifetime. He found the intellectual
caliber of the participants impressive,
"with a real growth in the spirit of
Europeanism among them-there was
a mix that seemed to cut across
national lines, even extending behind
the I r h Curtain."

And now St. Antoine looks back on
his years as dean and to the future.
The deanship, h e admits, offered
"several unexpected bonuses." In the
first place, h e feels that the deanship
of a major institution provides a
platform for offering one's views to
the public. If used wisely, it "can
enhance both the institution and the
profession and. hopefully, society."
Next, an unexpectedly pleasant part
of the dean's taark had been the
frequent travels around the country:
meeting alumni and other
professional groups, receiving "the
warmest of welcomes and most
cordial personal treatment" at all
times. Thus, what he had feared
would be a burden actually became a
delight; so much so that at times he
looked upon these travels as a
welcome escape from the routine of
the dean's office. But it is still the
contact with the students, the
opportunity to say something to them
that is not "merely light and witty,"
but "has some substance and weight"
that provides one with a "more lasting
sense of satisfaction."
Besides these general observations
that many a dean might share, St.
Antoine point9 out some achievements
that will be thought of as his particular
contribution to the Michigan Law
School. Saying lle does not take that
much personal pride in it, he believes
he will be remembered primarily as
the dean whose successful fundraising provided the Law School with
the new library addition now under
construction. The fund-raising had
been a time-consuming effort, but, as
U-MPresident Robben Fleming wrote
in a letter to St. Antoine at the end of
his tenure as a dean, ". . . the new
library will be largely a monument to
your efforts."
As for shaping the curriculum of the
Law School, the former dean does not
think he has had a great deal to do
with that. He feels he expanded rather
than initiated programs that his
predecessor Francis Allen had
undertaken, especially in clinical and
interdisciplinary teaching. On the
whole, he believes it difficult if not
impossible for one man to restructure
the curriculum of a "large and selfassured institution of the quality of
(Michigan]," or to use his metaphor:
"You know, when you are running a
ship that is as big and solid as this one,
you can't change its direction very
rapidly. The principal function, I
think, is to make sure that it stays on
course and keeps a steady pace."
The most important thing a dean can
do, he believes, is to put together a
truly first-rate faculty: "I do think that
we continued during my deanship to
bring to the Law School an
extraordinary group of able young

people, both men and women. And
that was most rewarding." The
excellence of this well orchestrated
youthful ensemble had not escaped
notice of a fellow dean of another
great law school ("a very
knowledgeable person" about faculty
recruitment) who had remarked how
well this young faculty "worked
together, taught together, and enjoyed
each other's company," forming what
he considered "the best such group in
the country." "I took enormous
satisfaction in [this remark]," adds
St. Antoine.
U-Mlaw Prof. Harry Edwards, a
friend and a fellow labor law
specialist, calls St. Antoine "a
tremendous inspiration" to
Michigan's young faculty. "The result
has been," according to Edwards,
"that a lot of young people on this
facuIty have done many, many things
in their areas of expertise that they
might not have done if they were in
another institution-a different
setting, a different dean." Edwards
attributes his own return to Michigan
from Harvard partly to the
opportunity to continue working with
St. Antoine in their shared field of
interest. "On balance," he says, St.
Antoitle "has been a model of an
outstanding teacher and scholar, and
he has contributed to the profession
immensely. He is well recognized in
the labor field, and his views are
constantly sought, because he is a very
thoughtful, imaginative person. . . . I
think the fact that he was a dean as
early as he was in itself was the
highkst tribute that could be paid
hirn.wSTX
From his rkh experience in
academic policy &aking, teaching.
,and law practice, St. Antoine has
perceptive comment$ to offer on the
law as a discipline of study and as a
profession of public value and
personal satisfaction.
As on several occasions before, he
stresses the importance of teaching
larger intellectual concepts in
p~eferenceto narrowly praktical legal
training. He is convinced that contrary
to what students might think of as
"very lofty theory," the former
approach does not mean "simply
spinning academic abstractions"
while dealing with "underlying
principles of the law," but actually
.
provides them with the kind of
knowledge and capacity ta think for
themselves that they will need most in
their professional endeavors. The
latter approach, by concentrating too
much on the narrowly practical
aspects of any legal concern of today,
really is pceparingstudents to practice
the law of yesterday: "Yesterday's
world in tomorrow is not what they
are actually goin8 to encounter. So ?
I

think that the main thrust ahould be
toward giving them a framework and
even beyond that a sense of how to go
about teaching themselves and Law to
go about thinking through totally
unprecedented problems. That to me
is the major mission of a great law
scholcrl."
At the same time he acknowledges
that the majority of today's studenfs
think they need much m r e highly
practical offerings in such disciplines
as trial techniques, legal writing, and
procedure than they receive; Thinking
it unwise to resist these persistent
demands totally, St. Antoine
advocates a compromise: with the
"how to" content of a practiml couree,
a sense of the subtler, more .complex
probIems should also be 'ven. He
cites as an example a: civi ri hts
course offered at the ~ a ~wc \ o o lthat
outlines the "how to" techniques of a
civil rights case but that also strives to
provide a "good sense of broad
litigation strategy, the meaning of the
concept of discrimination, whichxisa
very subtle and often shifting
standard."
When asked about the professional
opportunities of the law school
graduate of today, St. Antoine is
hopeful about the immediate
prospects of Michigan graduates: 90
percent or moraaf them have been
able to secure work as practicing
lawyers immediately upon
graduation, the nationwide figure
being only 50 percent. He admits,
however, that the present popularity
of law studies (a trend that started in
the early 1980s because of the shortage
of lawyers at the time) may pose some
problems as the nationwide
percentage of placement indicates,
but he also seec new possibilities for
law school graduates opening up.
fn the 1960s, idealistic and
intellectually well equipped people
were drawn to the law schools by two
major factors: social activism that
pointed up problems of civil rights,
criminal justice, poverty; and the
surplus of Ph.D.'s in other disciplines
that attracted people to the law
'
schools who otherwise might have
become English or philosophy
professors or nuclear physicists. The
latter, looking for a different field to
make a living, saw in the law e
profession that "does have some
exciting intellectual challenges which
increasingly provide the opportunity
to bridge different disci lines."
For people of this qua\ty the above
mentioned problems should still
provide interest and occupations. In
addition, all kinds of public questions
become legal questions in the United
States. What other societies might
treat as political issues or issues to be
resolved by a particular discipline or

T

profession, in our society, says St.
~Antoine,"wind up in the courts to be
resolved within the legal framework."
In the future, there are going to be
"some extraordinary, difficult,
important, aeeply disturbing
questions that the law will have to
wrestle with," There will be
"problems of humanity" and
"problems of the natural world" that
will ask for new rules to be worked
out "much more rapidly than we had
to do it in the more leisurely days of
the past."
In this respect St. Antoine mentions
the new developments in human
genetics: "We are going to start, I
suspect, to make human beings to
order some time over the next
century." We will have the power of
"restructuring human psyches" and
this might be hopeful in terms of
"reforming habitual criminals," but
we may lose individual freedom and
integrity of human beings in the
process. The "law will have to decide
what is allowable in terms of how you
can manipulate genes and the
development of human beings in
artificial forms.''
There will also be a considerable
legal involvement "in determining the
allocation of natural resources as the
world becomes far less able to sustain
exploration." And St. Antoine predicts
we are "going to have problems of
developing an entirely new system of
property" in order to deal "with this
very different world we confront."
Another new field for the lawyer is
"the formation of what are called
prepaid group legal service plans."
These are patterned on the principle
of group insurance programs and will
allow for legal assistance to greater
masses of the public. Seventy percent
is the standard figure of middle class
Americans who do not get proper legal
services because of the expense; the
ten percent who are rich can afford to
pay and the twenty percent who are
poor are helped through legal aid
societies and legal defender offices.
Whether Americans value legal
services enough to enroll in these
programs on a large scale remains to
be seen.
Talking about his own future plans,
St. Antoine remarks: "I certainly can't
dismiss out of hand anything that
might come along." As he wryly adds:
"I suspect there can't be more than 10
law professors in the United States
under 65 who would turn down a
position on the United States Supreme
Court." Calling such ambitions
"daydreams," however, he admits he
has not been tempted to take up offers
of such governmental posts that so far
have come his way. He is happy in
teaching and research. He feels that
labor law is "a wonderful specialty to

be involved in because it provides the
opportunity to do a number of outside
things that are really central to both
your teaching mission and your
research mission," as, for example,
his chairmanship of the Governor's
Commission on Worker's
Compensation, chairmanship of the
State Bar's Labor Relations Law
Section, and his activities as an
arbitrator.
As St. Antoine sees it, "with the
academic world as a base," one has all
kinds of opportunities to do things that
are useful to society, including fulltime governmental service while on a
leave of absence. And the academic
world in itself is to him the greatest
challenge of all: what can be greater
"than the challenge of producing
something truly significant of an
intellectual nature?" There "the sky is
the limit." "No matter how well you
do," he concludes, "you are constantly
competing against an impossible
potential. I don't see how anyone can
find that less than the most fascinating
sort of challenge. And it does not leave
me restless to try to conquer other
worlds. I don't think anybody can
totally conquer this one."
-Anna Brylowski

Stein Appointed To
International Group
Eric Stein, professor of
international law at U-M,has been
elected an associate member of the
International Academy of
Comparative Law. headquartered in
Paris.
Considered one of the leading
scholarly groups in the international
legal field, the academy offers
specialized educational programs
throughout the world. Its membership
includes leading comparative law
teachers from eastern, western, and
"third world" nations.
Prof. Stein, who holds the Hessel E.
Yntema Professorship at the Law
School, is a specialist in disarmament
and weapons control law and
comparative law. He has authored or
co-authored a number of books on
European Community law, test ban
negotiations, and harmonization of
international business law.
Stein has been a member of the
U-M k w faculty since 1955.

m
Eric Stein

m

Meeting of Law School Democrats.
John O'Meara, Detroit labor lawyer,
speaks on "Working with the United Auto
Workers," presented by Phi Alpha Delta
legal society.
Fred Boncher, Grand Rapids lawyer.
speaks on "Practical Aspects of
.Environmental Litigation," presented by
"the Environmental Law Society.
William Durland, legal counsel to the
'Center on Law and Pacifism, speaks on the
relationship of law and civil disobedience,
under sponsorship of the Law School
Speakers Committee.
Demonstration by Feminist Legal
Services, Women Law Students
Association, and the National Lawyers
Guild against the showing of the film
"Misty Beethoven."
Jean King, Ann Arbor attorney, speaks
on Title IX implications.
Open meeting of the Law School's
Curriculum Study Group.
Lawyers Club Discussion Series presents
U-M law Profs. Olin Browder, Christina
Whitman, and James Martin discussing
"Law School Exams-What to Expect and
How to Prepare for Them."
Ambassador Yehuda Blum of Israel
speaks on "Israel and the Palestinian
Arabs."
Dr. Andrew Watson, professor of
ipsychiatry and of isw at U-M, speaks on
the "Stress of Becoming a Lawyer" as part
of the Lawyers Club Discussion Series.
Law School forum on "Can Protest be
Censorship," featuring law Dean Terrance
Sandalow and Prof. Milton Herimann of
the Department of Political Science.
Prof. Peter Westen speaks on appellate
advocacy, under spsnsorship of Phi Alpha

Prof. Charles Donahue
Leaves Law School
After 11years here, Prof. Charles
Donahue, Jr., has left U-M Law School
and accepted a professorship at
Harvard Law School, effective Jan. 1,
1980.

Donahue said he plans to continue
teaching basic and advanced property
courses at Harvard, as well as English
legal history and a Roman law course.
Donahue's work (with N. Adams) for
the Selden Society, a volume
containing cases from the
ecclesiastical courts of Canterbury in
the 13th century, is due out shortly, as
is a Michigan Law Review article on
the historical roots of the distinction
between separate and community
property.
At Harvard, Donahue said he plans
to begin work on a book on the
interaction of legal rules and social
practice with regard to marriage in the
Middle Ages, and continue work on an
edition of records from the 14thcentury ecclesiastical courts of York.
Donahue joined the U-M faculty in
1968 and was promoted to full
professor in 1973. Earlier he had
served as assistant general counsel to
the President's Commission on Postal
Organization and as an attorneyadviser on the office of the general
counsel to the Secretary of the Air
Force.
A 1962 graduate of Harvard College
in classics and English, Donahue
received a law degree in 1965 from
Yale Law School, where he was
articles and book review editor of the
Yale Law Journal.
"My debt to The University of
Michigan is enormous," said the
professor. "My family and my wife's
family are both deeply rooted in the
New York-New England area."
Donahue's published work includes
his 1974 casebook on property law
(with U-M law Prof. Thomas E.
Kauper and Cornell law Prof. P. W.
Martin), a 1975 course outline on basic
property (with Martin), articles on
Medieval ecclesiastical law and
Roman law, and on comparative
family law. He is also director of the
American Society for Legal History.
-Mark Simonian
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An irster~arionalconference dealing with the role of the courts in European economic
integration, held in July in Bellagio, Italy, will result in a forthcoming book to be published by
Oxford University Press and edited by U-M law Dean Terrance Sandalow and Prof. Eric
Stein. The book will contain articles by 13 conference participants. along with an
introductwy article by Sandalow and Stein, offering a comparative analysis of judicial
approaches in maintaining open market conditions in the Common Market and in the United
States. The conference at the Bellagio Study and Conference Center, part of a study headed
by the two U-M law faculty members, received financial support from the Ford Foundation,
while facilities were provided by the Rockefeller Foundation. Among responses from
conference participants, Pmf. Stein received a note from Sir Otto Kahn-Freund, professor
emeritus at Oxford University, stating that "I learned an enormous lot in those few days, and
I thought that this learning process was pretty general. Not many Europeans understand the
fantastic complexities of the American constitution, and, it seems to me. not many Americans
understand the true obstacles to 'the unification' of Europe. In both respects, this colloquium
helped blow away a lot of the fog of ignorance and misunderstanding." Judge Pierre
Pescatore of the Court of Justice of the European Communities wrote: "May I once again tell
you how much I appreciated the unforgettable days I was allowed to spend at Bellagio? I
think that very seldom in my life have I learned so much in so few days."
The photo shows the conference participants:
Sitting, from left: Professor Gerald Roeberg, U-M Law School: Professor Michel
Waelbroeck, Free University of Brussels, Faculty of Law; Professor Walter Hellerstein,
University of Chicago and G
Court of Justice; Dean Terra
conference; The Honorable
Mr. Hjalte Rasmussen. Graduate School of Business, Copenhagen. Denmark; Professor Dr. .
Ernst Mestmacker, Co-director of the Max-Planck Institute in Hamburg, Germany; Professor
Francis Jacobs, Director of European Studies, University of London.
Standing, from left: Jean-Michel Galabert, Member of the Conseil d'Etat of the French
Republic; Professor Donald Regan, U-M Law School; Dr. Rolf WBgenbaur, Legal Advisor,
Commission of the European Communities; Professor Alfred F. Conard, U-M Law School;
Professor Sir Otto Kahn-Freund, Q.C.. F.B.A.. Oxford; Professor Henry Schermers. Director
of the European Institute, University of Leiden, Holland; Professor A. M. Donner, former
president and member of the European Court of Justice; Professor Francesca Capotorti,
Advocate General of the European Court of Justice; The Honorable Potter Stewart, Associate
Justice of the United States Supreme Court; Professor Mauro Cappelletti. University of
1
Florence and European Vniversity Institute; Dr. Hans J. Glaesner. Legal Counsel, Director
Council of Ministers of the European Communities; Mr. Paul Leleux. Senior Legal
' General,
Advisor, Commis~ionof the European Communitie~:Profeseor Martin Shapiro, De
of Palitical Science, University of California at Berkeley; Professor William Cohen,
University Law School; Professa~Vincent Blasi, U-M Law School; Dr. Claus-Dieter
Ehlem'ann, Director General, Legal Service of the European Communities.

Because such questions have
foreign policy implications and
present no clear-cut answers,
government authorities have taken a ,
case-by-case approach, said Benson. -, .:
"A major cancern to the State
Department is that antitru~t
enforcement should not effect our
political relations with other
coun triees. Some have suguested that
these questions should be entirely
political decisions, or that the Stat
Department should at least mak
views on individual cases known
-<
through amicus curiae briefs,"
according to Benson.
New York attorney David Boiee
noted that "corporate concentrati
has a wider connotation today th
firms operating in a single mark
In 1W7,more than 80 percent of
mining and manufacturing in the U.
was controlled by the top 500
Icorporations,according to Boies. And
recently propased U.S.legislation
would attempt to offset such
concentration by placing '"hreshold
size limits" on companies seeking t
merge.
A separate panel of speakers
considered alternative approache8 to
transnational business regulation
from the supranational-and corporate
perspectives.
Kurt Stockmann, chief of the
International Section of the
Bundeskartellamt of the Federal Republic of Germany, examined the
Guidelines on Multinational
Corporate Behavior of the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD),an alliance of western
developed nations.
: Stockmann suggested that the OEC
had adopted "b~havioralrather than
structural" guidelines against
, transnational concentration for its
t member countries, because the body
.is based on "the principle of
unanimity." Even the few member
countries which have adopted
structural merger controls have not vigorously enforced them, he
indicated.
However radiiial structure-oriented
controls may be, "the political climate
in a number of OECD member
countries is changing to a more critical
attitude towards concentration,"
Stockmann said. This increasing
criticism has led to consideration of
merger controls in countries such as
Ireland, Sweden, and Finland, and to
strengthened antitrust laws in other
countries, such as Switzerland.
As the de uty director for policy
analysis at t i e United Nations Centre
for Transnational Gor . orations,
Satiris Mausouris exp ained the
continuing development of the
Centre's "Code of Conduct" for
mu1tina tional corporations.
:

i'

Thppode seeks tp provide general
:brinciples r~gardingthe development

pbj,icfiye,asf host courttries, social
p~lmtives,.rmgpe~fof sovereignty,
lrrrwrpe~tof human rights, nonipterference with internal political
&~m@9fitgrgovsm~entd
affairs, and an
a.b&ken
tian from graft, Mousouris said.
- 'msc ~ d will
e glsa contain guidelines
, on k l e n ~ ofe payments, transfer
, : paywnb, and respe~tive
business
psacllces, he said.
;A special U.N. body of 48 members
representing 13) countries has already
w d e d two years on the code, and
thsre is hope that the group will finish
by May,1980, Mousouri~noted..
Regardless of the code's form of
i ~ l e m e n t a t i o nvoluntary
,
or binding,
it,wtll serve an educational purpose to
developed countries and
m~~lt'inational
corporations and may
inspire national 1egi.islationfrom
developing countries, Mousouris
observed.
c d think
~
the U,N.in this field is qqite
anibitious and probably a little more
qfiective than other seniiinternational organizations, for
example, which are more susceptible
.to the influence of major developed
'coustries," he concluded.
In contrast, JohnScriven, legal
lcounsel to Daw Chemical Company,
phar ly criticized current attempts to
regu ate multinational corporate
activities as giving "the impression of
being motivated by an antipathy to the
f ~ e enterprise
e
system."
Scriven echoed the American Bar
Associa tion's position that the
"repeated singling out of
tranhsnational co~porationsis
indicative of the pre-judgment that
multinational enterprises are
inherently suspect and their activities
are harmful."
Given the complex character of
international trade, the U.N. cannot
hope to regulate multinational
corporate activities in "a satisfactory
or success$tulmanner," he explained,
suggesting that compulsory guidelines
such as the Code of Conduct may lead
to stagnation of multinaiionals'
interest in develo in countries,
Scriven prbue c? vo untary
guidelines, particularly the OECD
standards, as being more flexible to
ac~dmmodatethe wide range of
international commercial
transactions.
The panel commentator, Edward
Hayward, a partner in the Minnesota
law firm of Oppenheimer, Wolff,
Foster, Sheperd and Connelly, noted
that multinational corporations fear
that with the implementation of some
of these international codes
(particularly ones developed by the
U.N.Co~ferenceaon Trade end
Development, UNCTAD),

corporations are "being carlea upon,to
perform a role which goes beyond the
normal role of the profit-making
enterprise."
Hayward explained that while these
supranational regulations are "served
up under the cloak of simple
competition law," they are actually "a
form of development law requirement
that multinationals participate more
clearly in the developmant process [of
emerging nationq], sacrificing some of
their own profits, perhaps."
Nevertheless, transnational
corporations favor at least the
discussion of these guidelines on an
international level, he said, because
the @idelines are frequently utilized
by nations in framing their own
competition laws.
"And from the view of the
practicing lawyer . . . I think it has
become fairly difficult to advise
[clients] with respect to certain
aspects of transnational transactions
now, partly because of these varying
attitudes of national competition law
authorities," Hayward commented.
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Cooley Lectures
Yale Law Prof. Guido Calabresi
concludes that the "new law and
economics," after 20 years as an
analytical tool, is still helpful to
scholars in evaluating traditional legal
principles and outcomes.
Calabresi addressed U-Mlaw
faculty and students in the Law
School's 29th Thomas M. Cooley
lecture series in the fall. The title of
his lectures: "Nonsense on Stilts? The
New Law and Economics Twenty
Years Later."
One of a small band of scholars who
.
first employed modern economic
analysis to study legal institutions and
doctrines, Calabresi argued that the
new law and economics "raises
precisely the questions we should be
facing. Are the traditional sources of
law giving us time-worn, history-ofinjustice results or instead have we
reason to re-examine their validity in
this context of the empirical bases,
guesees, of both our distributional and
.
efficiencyanalyses?
"The object of a new law and
econmics was to find an
Archiwedean place to stand on from
which to make relevant criticism of
resul tg acclaimed either by legal
traditiin or revolutionary justice,"
Galabred noted.

L

Guido Cal'abrebi

more than they speak in the language

f they [economists]
will have to do it and do

t

implications of their legal work and to
strive to lessen public mistrust of the
legal profession still lingering from
Watergate.
A 1985 U-M law graduate and a
; ,-member of the Michigan law faculty
since 1970, Edwards has been

"You will find, as I didtwhen I
graduated from here 15 years ago, thatrr
".
Michigan has prepared you well to
serve in the legal community," said ,;-the U-Mlabor law specialist.
"You will soon recognize, as you go
out into practice, that you will have an ,
almost blind faith in your ability to i :
tackle most any legal problem. . . . You:':
have been exposed to a brilliant
collage of teachers and fellow
students at Michigan.
"As you leave here, most of you will
be comforted by the fact that at last
your formal schooling is done. Ypu
have a good job. You have potential
for good earnings and lifetime
'

Simon ian

t~iaikdbow to &aft sl motion or to file
a pbading or to prepare e lawyer's

bill. Althgugh hwyers do these thing$
on a regular basis,such tasks re uirs
skills that can easily be acquirs$ with
a mlnimvm of ~xperianaein law
pmstloe.
"Rather yau have been asked to
think about lmpa~trntq u d i ~ n ~
dealing with right and wrong, with .
issue9 pertainin8 to ls8islative and
judlcial reform, with questio@ahaving
to do with equal scam to the judicial
romm and equal rights*undajr the
aw,and with ia5uea affectin the
~ u m nand
t future status of rt e law .
and Itsel procem."
Edwazcdgu ed the student8 to
continue pdn erbg these impartant
issum anm in psac'tiae, and he also
advocgted that the graduates "stay in
tcru~hwith life and with the peapIe
around you other than just lawyers,
The one thirqj that my 15 years as a
tblmet ha8 taught me is that we
Iawye~sare aften taa in-bred, too selfinvo/ved."

P

Hs advised the graduating rearers tlrs
treasure theft retatlonahipa with
spouse,xzhildmm, friends, end parent$

end to keep u with their plerreanat
intereatr and gobbies, "to keep s

balanced perspectiwe."
A aoaai of 33 U-krE Iaw studc~ientswe
candidates this winter for f v ~ lEliactoo
r
degrew, seven far Master of Lewa
degrees*t w t ~for Master at'
CornperativeLaws d e p e s , end one
Tor Doctar of e h Sdenw
~
of Law. This
is the I ~ F ~number
R S ~ ofikcembet
gedtlahs at the Law Sched.
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Douglas W. Hillman, 1946 U-M
graduate and a 1948law graduate. has
been appointed judge on the U.S.
District Court for the western district
of Michigan in Grand Rapids. He has
been in private law practice in Grand
Rapids since 1948, most recently as
partner in the firm of Hillman. Baxter
& Hammond.
Judge Hillman has served as
chairman of the state bar's Client
Security Fund,and as member of the
state bar's Negligence Law Section
and Committee on JuvenileProblems.
He served as president of the Grand
Rapids Bar Association from 1963-64
Among other groups, he is a member
of the American Bar Association, the
American College of Trial Lawyers,
International Academy of Trial
Lawyers, International Society of
Baprisbrs (president, 1977-70). the
Sixth Circuit Judicial Conference (life
member), the U-M Law School's
Committee of Visitors, and has taught
at advocacy institutes in Ann Arbor
and Colorado. Among other awards,
he received the Distinguished Flying
Cross for his service as a U.S. Air
Force pilot in r o r l d War I1 and in 1970
received the Annual Civil Liberties
Award from the American Civil
Liberties Union.
Richard M.Bilby

hvern Cohn

@agliriersr.His'sazi,-Jon,also a U-M
law graduate, is currently a partner of
JdgeFeikens*former law firm, now

kasu\;nas Dick!, Sweeney, Sullivan &
Pelki3ns.

Newly appointed to the U.6,

- Diekict
Court for the eastern d~srr~cr
af Michigan are t w U-M
~ law alumni:
cob of Detroit [class of 1949)
and StewartA. Nbwblatt of flint
( P I ~ of
~ Snesz].
JudgeCahn was associated with the
Detroit-lawf i h n of Honigman, Miller,
-6chwartzand Gahn from 1961 to 19?9,
anid had praaced law in Detr0f.twith
his fkther Irwin I. Cohn (a member of
&e.U-Mlaw dags of 1a7) from I W to
'1861.Cshn served on the Det~oit
Bdamd bf Police Commissioners from
1975t~ 1879 (chairmy;m,1979). the
Mir;hfganCivil Rlghta Commissirrn
fr~m
ista 10 1935 [chiairman, 1874-75),
and the!Michigan SodialSerdcas
ComwPssjo~
&in, 1963. m
i9 dff illatibna
iqolude the Qet~oitBar Association
[pa@#
director), State Bar of Michigan,
and Merfcran Bar hmelation. He
sem~$d
PSchairman cf s .pedal
-mi ttee of the Mtchigan bar
dsdinplwith 'theproblem d court
~l&#@ti~,a,
and.- a memiber of the
r q ~ ~ p t ~ tssrembly
i v e of the
Awe=

. t-1:.
1

,

Michigan bar. He has also served as
treasurer of the Jewish Welfare
Federathan of Detroit and as vice
president of the American Jewish
Committee.
JudgeNewblaft, before becoming
U.S. district judge, had been in private
law practice in Flint since 1953 and
has also served as judge for Michigan
Seventh JudicialCircuit in Genessee
County. Recipient cef an
undergraduate degree from the U-M.
ha served in the U.S. Army in the
Philippines as an agent of the criminal
investigjation division. Among public
service activities, he has served as
chairman of the rules committee of
the Michigan JudgesAssociation,
member of the special commission on
court congestion, secretary of the
Genesee County Bar Association,
secretary, treasurer, and vice
president of the Michigan Judges
Association, and member of the
International Brid e Authority serving
the U.S. and Cana! t a He is a member
d the Genesee County Bar
Assoiriartion and the Michigan State
Bar, mong other ~ o u p sHis
. wife
Flore btxame an attorney in 1976 and
is c u r e t l y in private practice.

I

In Arizona, U-Mlaw alumnus
Richard M,.
Bilby has been appointe
to the U.S. District Court in Tucson.
Since 1959 he has served with the la
firm Bilby, Shoenhair, Warnock &
Dolph in Tucson. A 1955 graduate of
the University of Arizona, Bilby
received his law degree from the Uin 1958, and served as law clerk to

care services.

...young professionals [need] ...heroes from whom to
model themselves. ...Regrettably. . .a substantial impact of
law school education is to cut down the attractivenessof
many hero models.

by Andrew S. Watson
Professor Psychiatry and Professor of Law
The University of Michigan
[Based on the third lecture of Prof. Watson's three-part
Isaac Ray Awards Lectures, "Some Psychological Forces in
the Ebb and Flow of Professional Status: Implications for
Training and Regulation," delivered at Boalt Hall, the
University of California (Berkeley),February 13-15,1979.)
In this lecture I will take some of the problems and
processes of legal education and law practice which were
described earlier and explore some suagestiom for change.
I have organized my comment8 in relation t~ the. locale
where the issues arise, although in fact many of them may
occur in several sectors. My friends will recognize some of
the pro 698;ls to Be reiterative and others will be new.
Hopaf u ly all of them will engage your consideration or
your re-consideration as the case may be.

P

The Law School Situation

Regarding Profession~lirm
Student Motivation lssues

In dis~ussinglegal education and the processes for
selecting law students, the part which is most difficult to
ascertain, complex to deal with, and most fre uently
overlooked in discussions of the subject, are t e
motivational and emotional issues that are so important to
the shaping t-d rofessional behavior. Since this ir the area
of my principa interest and expertise, I will focus my
attention on this aspect of the educational process.
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Any training or education program, whether it wishes to
or not, must cope with the motivatiunal factors which
brought the person to the program in the first place. A
medieval knight among other things, took arms to
demonstrate bravery and any miasion he undertook would
be bent to demonstrate that fact, whether it was militarily
wise or not. With law students, if their pSyCh~l~$Ji~al
motivations are not dealt with, they. like all frustrated
beings, will have to develop some kind of sychulogical
armorplate if they are to remain in the fie d and function. I
mention in my first lecture the speciai concerns which law
students have about orderliness, aggression,and social
altruism, and how these relate to career selection.
Because profestzional and ethical issues involving these
emotional motivations are so painful to deal with, it is
crucial that students be confronted with the necessity of
considering them in their learning processes aonsistently
and persistently. They should infrequently or never
encounter situations in which these matters are i ~ o r e d .
Students who express unethical views or behaviors should
draw criticism and not be permitted to go forward with the
notion that ethical standards are purely a matter .of
personal preference. If the latter course is followed, it
removes one of the primary sources of motivation for

P

Issues of Teaching Technique

.'~$rldrq+r&$e:al@ays
come from the group, and must not be
k 1 - @o&i3J% Geltin tegra ted and psychologically ef tective
*i@j'p@;intiti tctitin will challenge deviants and ap ly great
.
- gqii&yrqforthem to c~nform.Such a group s h ~ u lfeel a
&&bi~
ow&&~ldcertification of those who do not.
:.. . -..-

J'

-

.

tff~ye:sgaim,I shall limit my observations to matters

~ d - a t i qto
g $rofea~ionalresponsibility and ethical behavior.
i @:yegiwd ta these; each student needs a personal "terrain

!-mfip:-',that accurately reflects his own psychological
kriilkayy: that he can recognize fully, and through which he
- ~ n m d v e f ~ e e I y w ithecomfort
th
thatcomeswith
~mi1iaaity.Psychalogical territories like others can only be
,';$earty marked and labeled after all landmarks have been
edjbraughly reconnoitered and recognized. Although
', - Ydw~e.rs
60this skiHfully in relation to substitutive law and
:tprocedure,they are substantiatly deficient when it comes to
,. .-$irmotionalmatters. By the time a law student completes his
.., @ofessianaE edwcatton, he should have a well evolved and
-,
well articulated "moral sense" about law practice. This
' . '- shawB,d be invested with considerable passion which can
>'' - -alil'swhim as P warking lawyer to press vigorousEy for
.'~
-appmpriete performance in the difficult circumstances of
r , :'hislife. Frankfurter once stated, "It is not, I hope,
'j::r@ofessiional vain glory that makes me regard duly
, -muipped lawyers as experts in relevance"
.-, .fl(urFand/l*ellections on Ames). It is unlikely that he was
;*f:
speaking of emotional!matters. but in fact ycholagical
' - - knowledge is sol reievaat to lawyer work, E at I would move
&-' :this kind d learning into a place of high curricular
Importancq. and make it a duty for lawyers to possess such
-. .:-, &nowledge.
- 'There have been rna.ny discussions in the past aboiut
- .r>Whese.apdhaw material about professional res orusibility
2- floulldibe innoduced. Its relevance has been re uctantly
but now the issue is where can we put it in our
- " Tco$~eded
-Bwsy ssheduLe? For many reasons, the only fuIly Iogical
- ,s?r&egy'iiwhat has been called "the pervasive approach.''
&riIi@ to deal ~ 9 t these
h
ma tteys wherever and whenever
' C e y arise, models the image that they are not important. A
8
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Most law schools have at least a great teacher or two who
leave indelible traces in their students' memories, and
many lawyers will allude to the inspirational experiences
with them. Among other things, these men seem to have had
native qualities which made students want to emulate them
in their lawyerliness. Sadly however, there are not nearly
enough of these models to generate the personal investment
in professionalism, needed to develop a highly ethical bar.
This means that one of our pedagogic concerns must be to
remedy this deficiency and find new ways to help law
students have some guided experience in coping with the
stresses of professional life. This kind of learning must be
"experiential" if it is to be effective. By this I mean that
students must encounter intellectual concepts like
"professionalism" in a context that will stimulate the
emotional reactions and conflicts that are the real
concomitants of that activity in practice. This learning can
take place in actual practice, or to varying degrees, in
simulated situations. I have long believed that the law
school Socratic classroom is a perfect place to carry oult ,,
professional simulations, in fact, simulation may no1 even
be the correct word since the emotions generated there are
real enough and are closely analogous to those stisred up in
law practice. For example, the relationship between
teacher and student has a precise parallel to the
relationship between a lawyer and his client. In the
classroom, the student seeks help with the mysteries of the
law from his teacher and the way the help is offered
generates feelings of fear, doubt, and awe, as well as a
multitude of other sensations. In the law office, the client
comes mostly in ignorance to obtain the technical assistance
of the lawyer in solving his problems, and the atmosphere
of the office, whatever its style, raises many complicated
questions and feelings. If the student can be helped to
understand some of the substantive knowledge needed to
understand and deal with the sense of helplessness and
vulnerability that clients will bring to him later. There are
many other classroom examples of professional tensions
such as, competitivd conflicts, concerns over "How do I look?" "Do I care enough about cliehts?" or "Am I a fool for
caring?"
When a student has difficulty reciting in the Socratie
classroom, most teachers tend to start with the assumption
that he is unprepared and his behavior is a reflection of that
fact. A more likely probability is that they are having some
internal conflict which inhibits their ability to respond. It
might even be a very creative thought, not yet fully formed
which they are fearful to express! Law schools like this one,
have students with very high intellectual capability, and no
answer they come up with should be taken as intellectually
ridiculous even if it seems so at first glance. More often
than not, the responses reflect some highly complex thought
processes, possibly accompanied by some conflicted feeling
or attitude which has momentarily inhibited their
expressiveness. This kind of response difficulty has high
relevance to law practice since only rarely does a client
come in and say explicitly what he wants to say. When
teachers deal with answers as if they are foolish,
intellectually inadequate, or the function of ill preparation,
this models a kind of intellectual arrogance which if carried
over into practice, will certainly do the practitioner little
good and may well contribute to his inadequate
performance there. In other words, there is a great
tendency for law teachers to dismiss classroom
communications too swiftly if they do not come straight
down onto the target. To do that loses an important
opportunity to teach students about the nature of human

.

communications something of g
kmP&t
importance and concern.
Alternativelv, one can Dress the student socratically for
how he is r e l a h e his a n h e r to the original
''That's interesting Mr. Jones, but I'm not sure how you got
there from my question. Could you tell me more about the
connection you see?" Of course if inflected sarcastically, it
defeats the purpose and is best left undone. However, when
seriously put, the answers illieited are
the q.uesti0n.i~
sometimes quite creqtive and usually are at least interesting
demonstrations of the way the human communication
prooess works.
Many teachers will instantly argue that they do not know
how to do this kind of teaching. I would argue that the only
new tools needed to carry out this method are a few
intellectual concepts about how the mind works. Then most
law teachers would have at hand all they need to roceed.
Most law professors have at least as many capa ilities for
learning how to teach this way as they do for dealing with
the more conventional law teacher's approach. Both
modalities require practice and learning.

g

Young Teachers Workshop
,Of eourse being taught how to teach is virtually an
unknown process at the university level. We make the
interesting presumption that a person who has
demonstrated capacity in research and who has himself
excelled academically, will just naturally know how to
teach. Experience in Academe (outside of the law school of
course) suggests quite the contrary. About twelve years ago,
under the leadership of Professor Frank Strong, one-time
dean of the Ohio State Law School, a most unusual project
was initiated. He had long been concerned with teaching
methods and got a substantial grant from the Federal
Department of Education to set up a "Young Law Teachers
Workshop." The first of these workshops was held in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina and the central focus of its
curriculum was to sensitize young teachers to the emotional
factors which operate in the classroom. Although there
were many problems that first year, it went well enough to
be repeated. Plans were immediately instituted for the
second workshop which was held at Madison, Wisconsin.
This was very successful and there have been two more
workshops since then. with about eighty "students" in each.

...

both [the sychiatrist and the lawyer] come
very close to eing paranoid. It is only as there
fantasies are cleared away that effeetive
interdisciplinary teaching can take place.

g

studied intensively, by the students albne and/or with
behavior experts. Most of the workshop participants were
enthusiastic about their experience and many w i s h e p o
find means for taking this technique back to their home
campus for further exploration. Plans are progressing to
continue this project under the aegis of the Association of
American Law Schools, although the details of its
management are not yet settled.
Another activity which must take place in law schools if
they are to teach professional responsibility with
effectiveness (in my opinion),is the development of
interdisciplinary teams. This should be possible in nearly
any university setting. The first impulse of many when ,
confronting a need like this, is ta figure out some way to get
a financial grant to develop such a program. Although such
a grant is fine, it is not easy to bring off in these days of
limited resources. Fortunately, there are other ways to start
these programs simply using the quid pro quo which flows
from such interlocking teaching efforts. For example, I work
in a child psychiatry hospital, where there is enormous
advantage in involving lawyers in our work. We have many
cases involving decisions about child custody, civil
oommitment, juvenile court activities, criminal law matters,
and the now ubiquitous problems of child abuse and child
neglect. These are all intertwined with a multitude of
technical problems, involving privacy, confidentialty, and
privileged communication. Most of us are woefully ignorant
about the legal processes involved id These kinds of cases
and we may easily waste years of our time and the patients',
as we helplessly flop around. We need legal consultation.
On the law school side, the utilization of psychiatric or
psychological input could be extremely fruitful in such
'
courses as criminal law, family law, negotiation, clinical
law, wills and trusts, some aspects of tort law, evidence and
no doubt others. Those who teach in these areas of law
could all use expert information of the kind that goad
psychiatrists and good clinical psychologists can provide. In
the best of all possible worlds, there would be crossdepartmental appointments.
In setting u these interdisciplinary teams, the inevitable
tensions shou d be deelt with before hand, as members of
both professions learn to work together. Whenever the
psychiatrist is present, there is the presumption that he is
busy psychoanalyzing his lawyer colleague and discoveriag
all of the terrible things hidden within. Similarly for us, we?
know that lawyers are going to use their Machiavellian ,
skills to see to it that we are prevented from carrying out
our professional purposes effectively. By definition, both af
us come very close to being paranoid. It is only as these
fantasies are cleared away that effective interdisciplinary
teaching can take place.
In many law school situations, the tendency is to bring,
behavioral scientists in merely to present substitutive
.
information. This is to make less than the best use of them. ,
If the person is well chosen whether he be psychiatrist,
psychologist, or social worker, he can offer extremely'
valuable commentary upon the educational processes
,
themselves. In fact, this may be the most valuable way for a,..
law school to use their skills and.it is shortsighted *at t o ' d ~ - ' ~ .
so.
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The program of those workshops consisted of plenary
sessions which dealt with a demonstration of Socratic
classroom tensions, demonstrations of a variety of other
teaching methods, discussions of examination techniques,
law school administrative problems, and other subjects
germaine to a new law teacher.
Of central importance to the workshop were the small
group sessions in which 12-15 participants met regularly
and intensively with a leader, chosen for their skill in
dealing with the emotional processes of teaching. In the
context of these groups, each student did a demonstration
class-session which was critiqued by the group and the
leader. These were also video-taped so they could be
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Thebleed for Professional Heroes . ' . - - .
Now I would like to deal inore explicit& with the
young professionals have for her.oes from whom to modGI.
themselves. Let me begin by describing what a hergls. Xh(
original one was the mythologicat figure hero, a pri&!stesyaf
Aphrodite who drowned herself after her l o v e r , , ~ e a ~ n d e ~ ~
foundered while trying to swim the Hellespontsta visit hg6,,' j$;
The dictionary states that a hero is "a man ot distipguisk
I
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stantly in the vaigtmd with iheir'mn~emy
shaut a a w l titude of social issyes, andconversatioriti ta thph~.clitp- ".
lounge, vividly demonsftab t h i r dedint&bnSt~.&&& p-ipG'
ters. Regre ttabjy, this rareJy a@inhi the cle9siaoe-&&. .
is to lose an enormous modet&ngpatentid. ~ ~ r @kkklt~,
ld *
urge that dfter the vbor of the GamqEic gaa&~@
has besa .,
- ,
completed in class; thhitt any ti- sn element i n d b W
professionalism is present in thb mgterial ( ~ ~ . @ v e ~ i i a ~ I
that the teacher ahddd reveal hi6 own posifin 'an@.gmatiter in a way that makes it va.y clear he ~ c m qhont
e
it. Thw
more students than .the Harts i~the -darnw0uld b e a ~ l tp.
e ' ,'
appreciate Kingsfield's prof sssianal pass@h'. Lhak ~ f r ~ n .
suggested this to hy colleagues and oihi?ss.,Af.ter their in- .
i tial argument *that-they" d a ~ ' waat
t
to i d h e n e e thdp
students',' has been dealt with, we get dowa to their sdf- '
co~sciousconcern that students already h a w all about
them or in fact they aren't even vary hterq~ting.And we .
talk about &dent shyness!
m,L

'
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"Clinical" Legal Edyption

-

In the best bf all posslb1.e world$ clinioal education ,
would be closely integrated with other cu@cular prqreat+ J:
tion. This of course, is the perfect p4ace to &gage the:oom, , .
plex tensi~nsgenerated by prolessional work. Wen I first
joined a law faculty in 1955, this kizid of opparJunity was '1
very rare indeed. This demonstrlated virbues of
Langdellian case method had swept out nsarly dl.!'psa~tical"training from the law school setting, and unfortumatel accdmpanied by an ambiance of "wdl done." =ul
?I y, thjqattitu& will now be rigorously a ~ evm-.objectively
d
re- - .
examined.
I have already commented about,what i;l. tzva dkdication
ta clinical education would do to a 1aw.q~hoalfaculty,'Et
would force the reqruitrnent-of some diHePent kind8 sf
persons with different kinds of skills than those now
favored in faculty choices, !t w ~ l require
d
fhe recognition
that there is more to practicing law.than meialy to h'ave a powerful in tellecf. Many law school graduates hold the -.
belief that law faculties silmply do not,care about theirneeds and concerns $or practiking law, and whib I &not .
think this is totally,true. 1 certainly a p e with them that m
the surface it looks as it if js. I have the Impression that this
grievance maytbe at its highest intexisity inthe great lqiy schools. I have encountered literally scwss of highly campetent and very successful graduate8 of The I-Jarvards in th9
land who, twenty years later, still feel almost ~itr~iolic
in
their anger about this matter. It is o'bvious that their self-,
evaluation is not precisely accurate, because in fqcf they
clearly demonstrate success: they have either shipped up .
their skill out of whole cloth, or else they learned many ,
things which they either do not knsh about ar.damt Bare to r
acknowledge, At least we must see these feellqp assymp- .
toma tic and a reflection of the fact t h t ~they dtd .notfeel
prepared to practice law when they g a d ~ a t e d .
- Of course i can hear all of the law school deans raising
the chorus that, "Yes, if we had aq enoI'rnms amoun~of
money available we night then be able to reaireay tihe
situation." It is certainly true that developing gdtvd clinical .
programs increases the financial burden an i law athoal.
However, I am not aware that therehes been any eeelaus
request for funds to meet this purpose and itls hard f a ~ m e
to believe that with the advacacyskills of law professops
have, they could not carry thfs argument with at let& gdime success if they wished ttj doao. Neither can E fall.bjtn~tq
that
goad law schools have a plethore of small seminem w W : ,
explore a mul~titudeof esoteric aubjects wW& have,&t.l&~@as an important function, the satisfaction of same
iniellectuel curiosity of the teacher. I know fbll well that,. '
this is the birthing place of many new and important Id@&.
% '
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for ,the law teacher and the law. But in terms of value to
studenls, i t is highly unlikely that they can hold a candle to
the ippnportance of developing professional skills and the
appropriate professional images that will be needed by the

...w cam tm llonger greatly doubt that w

t teaching ptocsdure crcrser marked

rtu pt di#&.
"let?

We rhould ure every mamas

tmasible to wrrect this soume ~f personal
aifficulty and pmfewianal incapkitation.

'1a h h e l m hat vigorous institutional financial support

hr & n k d law - r q g m s would inevitab1y generate the
ktnd of pawerho in1tePectval investment in exploring

B

pga~ticeproblems and ra9tioe issoea, dhlch characterized
ha p m j ~ d i o i awork
l
orBrandeis. I
never heard
@n$pig-deme,arnhi8 pragmatic expEorat5ons and wi'thout
dq~bt,
~ a q of
y the issues-of practice, if examined with the
&%dkcta~$
xml that law professors can mobjlize, m u l d
prodocesimila~reaullts.inclinical work. When wedded with
3~tmdisdpliaaryknowlaQe f frornrodology psychology.
'~hiatv,sconam+ aad no daubt meny other collateral
gs46;@erewoold be:-a gold mine of material that could
s i ~ u l ' t a ~ ~ ohelp
m l ylaw students better understand and
&php their self imagm asaworking-professionals.
.h
e of &e masCimpsrtzln't aspects of incorprating this
kind qf material into effecthe utilizatian by legal educators,
~$l!ti?q to the status &the clinical faculty. In many law
- s~hools
(thy are assigned the status of second-class citizen
and' are not evpn on3ts lf enure track. In fkct they are hardly
kmown by their colleagueas on the f'regular""faculty, and
they.do not have any of-the kinds nf security needed to
XU%B freedy Pnto the hectic chorgs of teaching law students
Row to be lawyer^^ It takes a very stalwart individual to
persisit under these drcumstances, and I have seen superb
ctinical teachiem dip away h o p academic settings because
$f these deep pers.onalfrwtrations.
- MOW &at much bf the seed money which came from
-CLFrP'R Bs!,b,eginnin to digappear, we will swiftly see what
kind of dedication raw sohoolphave to this deep student
concern. I hope t'hat this strtiggiing new sector of the law
sGhool mr&Eculumwill not die of malnutrition and then
have t~ reincarhated later. If that were to happen, of
ceqrse,dt would be nothing new on the historical scene. It is
a @ty lbaweier, that once in awhile we aen not learn from
ths past and avoildsuch waste.
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First of sll'let me reitmate' thst I am under no illusion
about the,arrurmou8 contributionthat-~~ntem~orary
legal
edusation tdakes lu lawyers'dtills. Much of this is a product
, d the intdlectukil,honi;~~g
effected by the Sbcratic method.
Bug I suspe& that few would argue that there are not some
glaring and+sertouedeficiencies in an enormous number of
p+ficiirg mbmberers of the bas. It seems to me that
F~snkfurter-captured
one of~thesodefictencies in eoting in
sthe way lgtpyem advisa their clients abou!. "a wise course
of actlpn."When b y fdlow pnlq,the hw,thdr advice is
f d w a t e ,''be~~u9e
1ve~al,mig)t and legal wrong. ter all,
a r e Ule minima of norelily, m d x~~tn$sof
on (Rg-IB.
s o ~ i a I . d u t hand
, n ~the
t maxima oiE wisdam." Because we

wish law students first of all to care strongly about helping

their clients wisely.-we must do something about the
apparent toss of acceaa to their motivation for social
altxaism from which they suffer. I believe it is possible to
pa~lorma kind of psychological innoculation on students at
the baginning of their law school experience so that they do
not feel quite so much need for developing a defensive
a v m of callousne~i.If they can be helped to recognize that
the powerful feelings they ex erience are not strange,
aberrant, nor even signals of orthuoming doom. they can
probably resist some of the common-place changes which
seem to happen in law school. This kind of processintervention can either be in lieu of, or in addition to, the
pervasive approach. It relatesshply to the concept that
pestention is more effective and less costly than remedy.
Also it could help students avoid a great deal of the human
discomfort and misery which befalls so many of them now.
It would seem to me that we can no longer greatly doubt
that OUP elegant teaching procedure causes marked student
distress. We should use every means possible to correct this
source of personal difficulty and professional
incapacitation.

f'

The Profarrional Bales of Lawyer:
Soma Types of Tamions

i

The word role, which comes from sociology, defines the
things a person does which are imposed upon him from
without. For example, a physician may carry out a
treatment process on a patient because the patient permits
as well as expects it. Such role activities of course, may be
reinforced by law as well as expectation. Some of them will
be by implicit expectation such as the lawyer as counselore.
Whether or not a lawyer wished to become concerned with
the personal problems his client believes are related to law,
they will be imposed upon him because the client expects it
and Counsel will have to deal with that anticipation one
way or another.
In this section I will take a few of the many role
expectations which impinge upon lawyers at the present
time, and look at some of the ways in which they may
produce performance conflict. In all of them, if counsel is to
function effectively, he must "know himself." This selfknowledge is a crucial part of the diagnostic process of
understanding and knowing what clients are doing and
wanting as they relate to counsel.
The Tension Between Being an Ethical Member of the Bar
Vs. Functioning as The Zealous Advocate of a Client
Whatever lawyers do within the legal system, they must
be viewed as "trustworthy" if the system is to work. Much
of the effectiveness of a legal system, and much of society's
willingness to accept the legal system, depends on whether
or not they can perceive a true rule of law, administered
and implemented by lawyers who can be trusted to adhere
to the system. This concept is of course contained in canon I
of the code of professional responsibility. Although lawyers
will zealously press their clients' interests (canon 7 ) ,they
must do so within the limitations imposed by law and
ethical practices.
This may generate problems between client and counsel.
Clients will start off with the anticipation that their lawyer
will do the things they want to have done on their behalf
and they do not readily comprehend why certain wishes are
refused. In British litigation, there is a buffer between
the
- -advocate-barrister ana the office-work solicitor which
..

-

by powerful emotional as well as intellectual concerns),
there is a temptation to use the case to gain personal goals
(like making new law with a class action) rather than
merely to solve the client's problem in the easiest way
possible. This conflict of interest cannot be eliminated but it
requires a lawyer to invest a great deal of conscious
concern in order to minimize this ubiquitous risk,
Louis Brandeis planned a deliberate life strategy to
enable himself to keep as free as possible from the kind of
attachments that would limit his decision making, and be
sure that his identification with a particular legal position
did not become fixed. He provides us with the interesting
demonstration that he could serve brilliantly on the union
side in one case, and then in the next, argue for a
corporation. Because of this freedom, he was
extraordinarily important in the early shaping of labor law,
and several other legal areas vital to our national interests.
Justice Jackson's father apparently pressed this same point
home to his son. It is described as follows: "It was a man's
spirit or independence that was important. To make his
point clear, he often put; it this way to his growing boy:
'Keep always in the position where you have a right to, and
can tell any man to go to hell.' "
It is this sense of independence which is so vital to the
decisional freedom of professionals. Without it they cannot '
possibly fulfill their role which is so difficult even under \'
the best of circumstances.
Adequacy of Counsel [Specialization) Vs. law ye^
Incompetence/Malpractice ("I can do anything")
Recently the legal profession has been experiencing a
great deal of pressure to become specialized. One source of
this has been the ongoing commentary by Chief justice
Burger and others about the adequacy of trial caunsel. They
have urged that trial advocacy become a specialty, and that
there should be sufficient training for certification to insure
adequate representation of clients in the courtroom. While
i t can bte argued easily that the same end could be met
without formalized specialization, such a position requires
that every lawyer have at least enough self-awareness that
he would refer his clfents to other counsel when their needs
exceeded his own professional capactties. Such
emotionally-laden questions as, "What do I need help
with?"; "Does asking for help blight my self-esteem?" and
many other such emotionally-laden questions inevitably
arise. It seems to me that present methods of legal
education do not develop this skill and in fact may even
blunt it.
Any competence standards for lawyers must surely
include the development of interpersonal skills. If a lawyer
does not know how to conduct a skillful interview, there is
certainly no way that he can routinely elicit from his clients
the information he needs to carry out his legal tasks. It is not
even possible any longer for the bar to argue that this is a
skill which can not be measured. As an example, Professor
Louis Brown at the University of Southern California has
developed several quite objective ways to ascertain a
lawyer's interviewing skill, which could be used easily in
any kind of specialty examination.
,The three examples I have described of conflict and
{tensionrelating to a lawyer's work, are but a sampling of
the kinds of things that must: be mastered if one is to be an
effective and responsible professional. Most lawyers have
no trouble at all in seeing these problems in others. This
suggests to me that they have the perceptual capacity to
learn to recognize them in themselves if they would wish to
do so. To make this kind of self-awareness a goal of
professional training does stir up all sorts of personal and
group discomfort, and such learning will not come easily. If

we try, however, we may not only improve the level of
professionalism, we may also slowly develop the means to
greatly increase the personal satisfactions of being a
lawyer.

Poctgnduate Education of The Bar
in Relation to PMf-iona1 Behador
Conscientious professionals have always engaged in a
kind of continuing education process. Their work stimulates
it, their sense of concern re uires it, and in a multitude of
farmal and informal ways, t eir professional associations
foster it. However, in recent years there has been a large
development of more formalized continuing education
programs. Many states have Institutes to carry it out,
usually formed by a consortium of law schools and bar
organizations, and they offer a mu1titude of different
offerings. When planning such programs, there are many
complicated matters to take into consideration.

%

Issues of Timing
We can assume that lawyers who have just graduated
from law school are so close to their training that they do
not need refresher courses on substantive law. On the other
hand, they feel desperately ignorant about law practice and
are highly motivated to learn about its myriad problems.
They evaluate postgraduate courses strictly according to
whether or not they will have practice utility and if they do,
registration will be high. Also, at the beginning of practice,
although young lawyers will be eagerly seeking work, in
fact they will have more free time available than at any
subsequent time. They may also be quite open-minded
about how to practice law, and this kan facilitate learning.
One of the crucial challenges to program planners is how to
engage the interest of young practitioners in issues about
rofessionalism. What will make a young lawyer want to
reern how to "argue" with clients to behave lawfully, as
Lieberman suggests they should, even as they desperately
seek to obtain such clients? HOWcan a young lawyer make
visible professional integrity into a saleable service skill?
Can the consumer of legal services be taught to value the
evidences of professional integrity?
One of the things I believe young lawyers must be taught
is that their self-survival concerns must also embrace the
development of what Sir William Osler, one of the great
medical teachers of the last century, called Aequinimitas.
[Osler was one of the founders of the modern form of
clinical teaching in medicine at JohnsHopkins University in
1888.) In other words, in addition to serving the client and
his interests, it is vital that a lawyer realize that he must
also satisfy himself about the way he conducts his work.
Even if unprofessional behavior escapes notice by peers,
there is no fooling one's iniler self. I should modify this by
saying that there is no fooling of self without invoking
drastic interpsychic processes which cause serious
disequilibrium, such as alcoholism or a multitude of other
psychological difficulties. These personal disabilities are as
much a part of practice economics as failure to get clients in
the first place. These are tough problems and a real
challenge to postgraduate educators.
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The Third Year of Law School
If'professional education were to be organized along
completely logical lines, it might well constitute grounds for
altering the third year law school following such
suggestions as those of Deans Carrington and Crambon. In
their suggested curricula, the third year of law school would

be heavily involved with professional skills training and
would utilize a kind of teacher who is capable of bringingthese matters before the young student in solid "practical"
forms. One of the things which academic teachers often
critize about the educational efforts of practitioners is their
proclivity for telling war stories. However. if these
practitioners were to join forces with traditional law
teachers (i.e.. team teach), together they could evolve
materials and techniques which would readily embrace the
skills of both. Needless to say, this wauld require some
substantial psychological harmonizing for them to move
toward mutual respect. We are all familiar with the
aggressively derisive remarks that go back and forth
between the academic and the practice sides of the bar. '

,

Matters For the Organized Bar
In the years since Watergate, there has been much
discussion about the question of what, if anything, can be
done by the bar to foster improved professionalism and
ethical behavior. Some clearly feel that in the first place
there is little that needs remedy, or second, there will
always be scalawags among us so there is no changing that.
However, there are some things that could be done that ,
might bring improvement.
Size of Bar Organizations
Justice Brandeis made a great issue of the fact that when
an organization becomes so large that its head can no longer
personally encompass its activities, it begins to function in
ways which are self-defeating. Presumably, the same thing
might be said about the bar. You recall, that one of the
factors which seems to make the British bar function so y e l l
is its small size. In that bar, it is possible to know a lar e
percentage of one's colleagues. One sees them in the ining . .room, at the Inns of Court, and in the highly centralized
courtrooms. This is made possible partially through the
division of the bas into the solicitor and barrister branches,
Lawyers who practice in small communities enjoy similar
advantages. They know each other well, seem to care about
what their colleagues think about them, and can hide very
little about the way they practice. This substantially
reinforces their ethical attitudes about lawyering and,
fosters the solidification of group standards. When we look ' at the huge bars in our major metropolitan centers, all sf
these intrinsic advantages of smallness disappear. Could
anything be done about this? Might it be possible to: .

!

effectively by a bar? Could this be 'linked i~ &me
economic advantage? Converselyt,when a n i n d i ~ i
functions in a way that is,professionall~desir*+&j
some way it could lead to social or.eoonpmi$d
. .

lawyers lies in the hands of the judiciary. At least they are
in a position to deal vigorously with the public professional
behavior of lawyers a3 it relates to the trial, process. It is my
impression that American trial judges are rather loathe to
control aggressively the unethical behavior of caunsel
before them. For exam le, when trial coun~elasks
questions which have tRe instrumental function of bringing
inadmissable information before the jury, while they will
be objected to and the jury will be told to ignore the
question, everyone knows that they will have succeeded in
their intentionally unethical and unlawful communication.
Although admonitions are pro forma, disciplinary action
seems to be extr~melyrare.
The judges' role is a very difficult one, filled with many of
the same kind of emotional conflicts which lie at the heart
of effective professional behavior both on and aff the
bench. The British judicia~y,seem to be much more active ,
and effective in dealing with the courtroom behavior of
counsel. There is little question that if counsel oversteps the
bounds of ethical propriety, they are stopped cold, and they
will suffer some pedalty for having done so. This
probability is so clear that counsel themselves seem to have
thoroughly adopted the attitude of constraint and propriety:'
and this is as it should be.
Because of the central importance of judges, they are an "
important group upon whom to focus training of
prafessionalism. There is no uestion that they could be
given a kind of training to ena le them to perform this
funetiofi more effectively and with more peraonal comfort,
but neither is there any doubt that such a presentation
would be initially unpopular. Only aa they came to grasp its
ultimate utility would the purpose and value of such
experience become apparent. Some few judicial training
programs have made tentative steps in this direction.

%

r'or any canon oi' ethics or code OF rofessional behavior
to work, practitioners must first of a1 accept the standards
and then they must adopt the full intention to try to
implement them, Therefore, the teaching/training
approach to professionalism must facus heavily upon how
a0 instill and reinforce such an ethical intention. Although
there wilI be borne breaches which are the product of total
ignorance, hopefully these win be rare. The vast majority
will come from either deliberate, conscious decisions to
breach or more commonly, in my opinion, actions in which
the lawyer has succurnbd to internal psychological
conflicts albout which he is not fully cognizant. This suggests
then that for a lawyer to perform ethically ha must be
willing to engage in some very intensive self-scrutiny in
order to gain a substantial knowledge about his awn
motivational patterns as they relate fo professional
behavior and the code of ethics,
With this process in m i d , the form and content of the
"preambie" to a code of professional behavim which is
admonitory and as irational becomes very important. Its
purgore is hopeful y to potentiate lawyers' awarenes and
wiIIingrrsss to deal with these complex and confliatual
issues. It is not remiss or inappropriate to note there, that
the practitioner's o m satisfaction with his work might
have e close relationshi to his wish or even his "need" to
be ethical. This obvicrus y turns on the assum tion that
there will be strong group reinforcement of t e standards
which in turn will foster the psychological desire to be a

.
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part of the group. The preamble might also describe and
concede the painful dilemmas and temptations which exist
for counsal, that lead him ta behave in a self-serving way.
This e k n o w l e d p where the psycbologicsl preasure will
be coming from and it alerts him to the fact that to behave
eithically requires constant attention,
I hove already commented on the central importance of
dawyers being willing to report the ethieal breach of
another, and the current inclination to nullify this
requirement.
Because the actual implementation of a code of
professional responsibility is so fraught with pain and
trepi'dation, it would seem to me that a bar might develop a
kind of stepped procedure which it could teach to its
members about how to handle breaches. A first ste might
be that the observing lawyer would communicate c irectly
f
and solely to the one who seemed to offend the code. If this
communication were effective, the "offender" would
evidence that fact by making some kind of response of
acknowledgement and be appreciative of the fact that he
had received a private warning (although no doubt he
would have and should have some inner turmoil).
The second stage of intervention might be additionally to
report the observed behavior to a member of the lawyer's
firm if the first step was thought to have been ineffective. A
letter to the senior partner or associate would no doubt:
mobilize a certain amount of anxiety in the firm about its
public image and probably bring internal pressure against
the individual who committed the questionable act. It
would put them all on notice that this behavior will have to
be stopped or obviously there might be some future
difficulty.
Finally, if there is no alteration of behavior and another
similar occurrence is seen, then the observer would report
the matter to the bar's grievance committee. TRey already
appear to have a stepped intervention process I would
merely repeat what I described earlier, that it is important
in process terms, to make sure that the peram who reported
the grievance knows that his report was fairly evaluated
and something of why the matter was dismissed. Otherwise,
there would be strong inclinations to avoid making these
psychologically discomforting moves in the future.
The final thing I would like to say about the code is that it
seems mostly to stay on the book shelf. A very large
challenge to the bar is to find ways to raise each lawyer's
concern about its im lementatlon. I suspect that a few bar
meetings with titles ike, "Lawyers' Unethical Behavior:
Should We Be Licensed By the State?" would not only draw
a crowd, but would stimulate a lively and useful discussion.
Much attention to self help is needed here.
In these lectures I have attempted to describe some of the
social and prsychological factors that appear to impinge
presently upon the effective functioning of professionals.
Although many of them were invoked to improve and
protect society, some of their effect has been to gnaw away
at the very core of the professional identity, without which
no physician nor lawyer can effectively fulfill his difficult
functions. I hope I have persuaded you to the belief that it is
only a well trained, deeply conscientious professional
concern which can ultimately protect people from the risks
attendant upon receiving help from a doctor or a lawyer.
That kind of ethical concern can only be developed; by a
vary special kind of educational experience joined to
continuing professional group reinforcement. I have also
tried to set forth some of the problems I see in
contempurary professional education as well as to lay out
some suggestions for re-tuning thia training so that it may
bet lter fulfill its purposes.
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AFTER DIVORCE:
4lternatives to
Child Support

by David L. Chambers
Professor of Law
The University of Michigan
I

[A couple with children separate and divorce. k court
orders one parent, typically the father, to pay child support
to the other, but the father fails to pay. This pattern repeats
itself thousands of times each year in nearly every
American state.
The state of Michigan is unusual. It collects more child
support per case from its divorced parents than any other
state. Much of this success is due to the fact that every
Michigan county has long had an agency, the Friend of the
Court, that receives all payments and oversees the entire
enforcement process, rending warnings to fathers who fall
behind. David L. Chambers, a member of the U-M Law
School faculty, undertook a study of Michigan's collection
systems to learn, among other things, why, even within
Michigan, some counties had vastly greater collections than

behind. Michigan's counties jail men at an awesome rate. In
some Michigan counties, one divorced father with children
in every six ends up In jail at least once for failing to pay
during the life of his court order.
Chambers also found, however, that the enforcement
process systematically led to the jailing of the men about
whom there was the greatest doubts of their capacity to pay.
Believing further that American's general propensity to jail
everyone we consider immoral is a dangerous one,
Chambers explored whether governments could create
alternatives to the current eyetem that would produce
higher levels sf payments for children without thm
undesirable effects of a system that relies heavily on jailing.
Chambers' findings and conclusions are re orted in a
new book Making Fathers Pay, publi5hed by t e University
of Chicago Presa. In the book, Charnbera illustrates igany of
his points through examples from one family, the Neals,
whose members he interviewed. Here is an excerptf fmm
the chapter in which he explored new ways of assu~ing
adequate income to the children of divorced parents.]

%

*Excerpt el979 by David L. Chambers

. . .regardless of the system devised, custodians of small
children must either adjust to a significant decline in income
or . . . find either high-paying work or a new spouse.

country. the need far much of the curdent
. at 'themafiagefso f f i e in the apartment corn laxkdere he
'
w m k..~.He cwhtis the check and ioins others Prom tha
: tmaint)nann, craw far two or three beera at ~ a r b l e - ~ u c ~ ' ~ .
Pls !he weekend passes, he may or may not remember the
- :&itty tl&llrrrshe promised to send rke Genesee Friend of the
' C*grt. evenif he dops remember,he may or may wt
--satratby buy and mail a mopey order. On thoss Saturdays
':
l$mmkedoes send it, there is little doubt that his action w@l
--:
have bean prompted in part by the desire to avoid a n a t h a
.''-$&i!ihg.Our findings auglert strongly that. if Mi~higanwere
-+Aa~abPndonjailing a8 a collection tool while retainlingthe
---,durre.nl system that depends on payments by fathers after
,they b'awec a ~ h e dtheir paychecks, the state warzld eoElect
. ,';
l e not
~ only f ram lorry hut also from many other man
%?.
+&ndre~
orders. BmaI$e_~
cdlecttons wauld Lave thousands of
,-'-sk'~Milichilctoen
ehigan who live with one parent worse off
'$riancially than they already are.
' L
in this chapter, we consider va~ioussshames fat
., abtiainimg money from parents betare each week's paycheck
weaches their pockets. Under same schemes, money would
be ca1lected even b d o r e the couple separates. Each s&me
An additional advantage of theasdgnqii s9$'t& is thst , .
has some adventages and drawbacks in rela tiom to the
it cbuld beset up todlowjudgestofixdr~apsinterw.~d!I.
present w stem. Among the plans discussed, a aystem of
percentage of the indfviduars earning$&.
Empky~ssjfiturlr
' -.umkiversa w a e ded~retiamsseems
most promieing. The
would deduct the fixed percentage of the r n f k ~ b
~arpip&
, others, various sorts of insurance schemes with payments
the dollar amount varying over time,just e~ &by do with
:
; befare sega~atim,
a r e enticing bur unworkable.
Social Security. Today, in.nearly all pia-ca~,~cmrts.geta; a
r
fixed ddlar amount as the order sizp, A-lthoughcotnt9; ,.
currently have the power to modify an orderto reflect
changes in earnings, the proced~reip c-ibme
gndtPb .
many places infrequently used, The4~mseqrrence'is
&at, .asq .
men's earnings and thek children" living costs
rfm,,
the :
.
. *( order remains the'same. .
>
The federal legislation could also be pet up to proteat . Y y ,
o new Apprcuchar:
workers under orders of support from m& large
r
dPtory Wage Dcdn-:--ar
deduction8 that they are forced to Iiwedn poverty. This' -'I
protection can be achieved in part thraggh thq shift
'The biggest money-collecting enterprise of governments
suggested above horn orders fixed in dollars ta orders
is, af course, the collection of taxes. How do they do it? 6n
in percentages of earnings. It could be achieved rnqm hfIy
this country, prior to World War II, the federal government
- simply required all ersonslawing taxes to pay whatever
. they owed at the en of each tax year, relying on a sense of
duty and the fear of civil suit or criminal prosecution as the
- principal rnotivartions to pay.
During World War 11, the government shifted to a new
system for most individual taxpayers, requiring employers
to withhold an estimate of the taxes that would be due. The
.lempIoyed taxpayer no longer made a choice about paying.
.' .Thepay-as-you-earn system has continued to the present
system of income suppo~tfor nondimbled sSngle
.,, ,and all states with income taxes have followed suit.
individuals such as the low-inc~meparent who is 6ot.@dng
Today, the ccrllectiort of child support largely resembles
with his minor children.
: prewar fax callections. The payments men are ta make are
A national compulsory deduction systdq waul&
.-.-- ,,dueweekly, not annually, but the expected motivations of
however,-have many troublesome aspectsAIt,w~uliil'be.
uty and fear are essentially the same. Although many
cumbersome to administer, a fountain of de.Eatls9qviting
ates authorize the use of wage assignments to collect
errors. Unlike income-tax withhaidin& dedu'~tians-fo'r%h$d~
ts operate like a tax
support would be required only f u qertaili
~
employeeai - ents are rarely used in more
.
Also, unlike income taxes,.suppurt paygents wo&d .
generally have to be funneled ta la ~ s d p i e nothet
t
fkan t i @ . ,
federal government, a psocees likely tpkake sbve91 yrt~:&,~ ;
even months. ~t varyin i n t e r v s k . 3 ch3dren
~
rga$r&d .
majority, the amount to%* withhe14 w6uld ch;'brntiX +
Some of these roblemq are not iAnsuperable.'The &&*a1 .
government cou d speed the grocess of p a s ~ ~f ag$-. @ ? ., .. .
through to the cubtodial pareat (and to state w&fcrp
departments) simply by starting-pw,sntsto ~acipikntg , ,
upon receiving notice that withhdding had trBgund@utltl
. ..
without waiting un ti1p a y m e n t d ~ e ~actuelly
e
r&icei!f@. , ' .
Withholding from the noncustodial parent could @enttfiue1... , .
..
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Lnoosing between child support squeezed out under pain
of imprisonment and child support removed from wages
through an all-knowing federal system may seem like a
choice between death by fire and death by ice. Neither has
much appeal. Are there other workable alternatives? The
opposite pole of our current individualized system of
support would be a purely public system of welfare
benefits. Noncustodial parents would not be compelled to
support their children at all (except through their payment
of income taxes, as for any other taxpayers). The custodial
parent, if in need, would turn to the public assistance
system for support. No reimbursement would be sought
from the other parent.
Such an alternative would have little appeal in this
country. It would be acceptable only if Americans came to
view all children as everyone's children, with parents no
more responsible than anyone else for the support of their
own children. It is hardly likely that Americans will ever
see the children of a divorced bank president as
everybody's children.
The private system and the welfare system do not,
however, represent the full range of possibilities. In
between there are some well-developed alternatives that
may be loosely grouped under the heading "insurance," for
dealing with events such as death or automobile accidents
that, like divorce, are both predictable in their incidence
and catastrophic in their financial consequences. Under
such schemes, a pool of funds is created in advance of an
event so that it is available when the event occurs. Let us
consider briefly three forms of "divorce" or "marriage"
insurance, each with familiar analogues, to see whether
they offer promise as substitutes for, or supplements to, the
current system.
I

-

P bsae maprify of'th6Fricnds of the Court indicated in s
rnalkd sl~lrvey:thatthey wouldfavor a change in Michigan

law tapennit the impmitiition of swage ss~ignmwtat the
momnhi the su port order flrat takes affect and before any
a~~e&rage:deveops. T W e was no unifom enthusiasm
de1ph.ethe fa,@tha! nearly all the Friends of the Court are
s t r w l y committed to improving collecttons of support. All,
I believe, favored wags assignenants far men substantially
-io arrearB*far these men had lost their just claim to ,control

5

the disposition of theh e'arning~.
In the end, however, the fsrue when contemplqufig a
mandatory deduction system is not the drswbaclqa of such a
system in tEa abstract. Rather: it Sr whether asyb{& of
automatic wage,~ss$nmsntswould be worse than the sinbasedqptem that we have naw-the system in w h i ~ we
h
dangk before men the op"porsu.fzltynot to pay and, then,
when men res on8 to the opportunity, clag them into jail.
If
and &era1 govbrnmants remain committed to
~ampePli31gltang-8hent paPents t~ sgpport their childrtm
and remain detemined tb snforae the obligation
a ~ r ~ m i v for
d ~one
J waul8 'chrooe the conpulsorydeducti~nsy@trnavdr the system n m found in Michi an. It
would be My p~eftmcrsacenot so muoh because it W Q Ut ~f
almdst ow@inIpleaePdtq evcm hlgher collections than
Mickipq ob'tafnstoday but because efthe dsubtr I have
exprdswd a,bo.utthe justwe9s of o jail-based system and
a b u t twabo~phcrethht oystwn creates. The choice may
seem e q ~ i Palnee
g~
the new system dms not exist. It is,
hoyvprihard ta bdlieM that tit new system, howeier
intivdv$, could'b~a3 tUsIaertefq1a$ one that depen@s
immn.1.and the dew of f.mp&mnnthent.
on
Reade~s
who Rva dauhtsin this w p ~ *Id
d
hr
themml~arin f ~ arwwltand at the nearest county 1 il.
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Private Voluntary Insurance
People buy life insurance to provide for their families
upon their deaths. Couples might similarly buy marriage
insurance to provide for their children in the event of their
separation. Insurance companies would offer policies to
couples who wanted them, set premiums, and then if a
couple separated, pay a benefit, perhaps in periodic form,
to the custodial s ouse. How much would be paid and for
how long could a i be matters of choice for individuals (or
the insurers) and would affect the size of the premium. Just
as is the case with term life insurance, if a sufficient
number of couples bought the olicy and the insured event
befell only a small portion of t e participating couples,
premiums could be kept small in relation to the benefits
paid to those families with claims.
As a scheme for dealing with the problem of inadequate
income for single parents, a system of private voluntary
insurance may sound appealing but it is wholly
unworkable. As long as it is voluntary, how many American
couples, most of whom consider themselves living at the
margin, would choose to participate? Very few, and those
who would participate would be likely to be those who felt
their marriages in greatest risk. If the latter problem, known
as "adverse selection" in the insurance business, occurred,
i t would mean that within the pool participating the ratio of
divorcing couples to other couples would be higher than in
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the population a s a whole and thus that premiums would
have to b e higher than if the pool contained a random
representation of couples. The premium cast is a serious
problem, but even it the remium were quite small-which
it could not be--the prob em with voluntary insurance
would be that it is almost certain thst those parents in
' greatest need would not be participants.
private insurance carriers are unlikely to be interested in
carrying divorce insurance even for well-heeled wuplsa .b
They have indeed already shown little interegt in
Cuggestions by women's g ~ o u p that
s they carry it. Apart
.,:'from the fact that some carriers may regard divorce as a
nasty business. they are likely to be greatly bothered by the
problem of adverse selection. The problem is aggravated by
t h e fact that the insured event is within the cantrol of the
i n s u ~ e dcouple. In some ways, sueh insurance would ba like
a property insurance policy that explicitly permitted the
owner to collect even when he intentionally burneddown
his own plant. The very existence of marriage insurance
might cause some couples to separate who would otherwise
stay together. The financial security promised by such
insurance would be an attractive feature for women who
feel trapped in unhappy marriages, but it w d d be a most
unattractive feature to insurers.
For all these seasons, the only place voluntary insurance
would seem to have would be a s self-insurance for a few
farsighted, well-off people. This would hardly be insurance
at all; it would be like a savings account in which a couple
would simply salt away money. If they separated, the fund,
grown over time, would be available to them. If they did not
separate, the money would still be there for their middle
years or for their retirement. Many couples haye something
slightly comparable to sueh a plan today without thinking of
it in those terms, for in most states savings during a
Plierriage will, of course, be divided between the spouses at
divorce.

P

Compulsory lnsuranclrt Plans
Today, in nearly all states, the continued validity of a
person's license to drive an automobile is conditioned on
his carrying liability insurance to protect those who may be
injured in an accident. Could a ~omewhatcomperable form
of child support insurance be devised as a condition to
marriage? Ea\chcouple as a condition of marriage would be
required ta produce proof of insurance, just as they are
required to pravide proof of a blood test. They would then
be required to continue the insurance throughout their
marriage or for same fixed period of years. The remiums
would be set forth in such a way as to provide a equate
heerne after divorce for those who become single parents.
If such a system could work, consider the virtues it would
hsve: it would reach all married couples with children, not
i;u_?rthe few who would choose to participate in a voluntary
pbn:it would provide income to a custodial parent after
,divorce in a form (unlike welfare] that would clearly be
- ,,seen.asa contractual or legel' right. Payments would come
b7yit)iout
. ..
the unpredictability and unreliability of periodic
-!p@st-separationpayments by the father. Even if some
i@er:r:i:~?ic
payments by fathers were required affsr divoree.
dhd;f~suisurancescheme would provide a valuable
~ ~ ~ p ~ 1 . e ~ m e nilttworked.
-if
But it won't.
1:f3&'he first place, it would nbt reach the illegitimate child
!+?
alb,Uniess every young person had to p u r c h ~ s e
rn@rcqyrseAinwrance
.or a high-priced i n t e r c u u r ~license.
.'lbpr~,?ohldbe no period of premium payment before the
3inbrmded event [a child living with a single pwent) would
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Even assuming that every married cou,plepartilcipated, 1
. \:
with benefits paid only to mstodialparents after divbrce,
the premiums would have to be very high. There are sinplp .'
a lot ,of minor children of d i v ~ r s e dpardns, h a t i em in.
which one out of every four or five couples ~ith.rninor . , , .
ldren divorce before the e h i l d m ma& their majority. TO
be able to pay three thousand dbllars a year ta;each
'
.
.
divorced parent with two childiien, and six thousanddpllha
to each parent with three or more, a11 married coupli?~in . ,
the country would have to pay premiums of at least $4504.year throughout their marriage, evbn after they reached
their fifties. To most American farnilie.~,
$450 will seem a3ot
of money. And forty-eight hundred dollars for a wom$an
with two children would still leave hlsr living in poverty..
Considerations of fairness might well force the premiums ' I
even higher. Legislature8 might con~iderit ineguitable ta:
require insurance to be carrjed by coaples who had rio.
children, coaples in which the woman was beyond
childbearing age, and couples whose children had all
reached their majority. Requiring older couples to pay for
insurance would be like requiring a person to continue to
pay automobile insurance after h'e had given up driving, If . ,
the pool of required contributors were limited to younger
married couples who had a minor child, premiums far those ...
included in the plan would have to be raised substantially
higher-doubled or tripled perhaps. - - The problem with compulsory insurance lie8 not only in the size of premiums but also in their collection. What do ,
we do to the couple who cannot or,will notgay the
premium? Denying the right to marry to those who cannol
afford to pay would surely violate the-C3anstitution. Jailing
after marriage those later refusing to pay would pose many
..of the same problems of jailing for nonpayment after
divorce. Indeed jailing during marriage may se6m even
more dubious, if the couple is happily united, living with
children, confident in their capacity to hoId the marriage .
together. Collections could, of course, be made through
payroll deductions in the manner of €hemandatory wage
assignment system discussed above. If they were, the
system would closely resemble-qn expansion of the Social,
Security system, an idea to which we now turn.
I
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Expanding the Social Seourity System
'

Yet another form of insuraice ihat is familar to all of us is
the public insurance known as Social Security. Today, for
the overwbelming majority of workers in this country and
their dependents, the Social Becurity system provides
benefits tb fhose who reach a certain age.or-become
disabled, as well as to the survivors of those who die, The
benefit scheme, evolving since its creation forty years ago,
is extremely complex. The benefits paid depend upon the
length of time a worker has made payments prior to the,
occurrence of the insured event and upon his earnings
during the period he was making payments. Funds for the
benefits are obtained by wage deduttions from employees
matched by an equal contribution from employers, Today,
in 1978, the rate is 6.05 percent of the employee's w;agerc,
with an additional 6.05 percent paid by the emplayer.
It would be possible to add the event of becoming a single.
parent to the list of covered incidents. Since "singlieparentness" is not an event likely to befal1,worlters over a
certain age, contributione might noi be required from
workers over, aay, the age of fifty.
If the contribution rate for bath employers and
employees were to be substantially raised; a sufficient
amount of money could be obtained to pay benefits
,

appmximstely equal to those obtained through the
~oqpulsoryinwrance scheme discus~edabove, although
peg& in soma way to the parents' actual level of
vntribution~,
a schme w ~ u l have
d
several attractiveattributes.
For thase covsmd, the problem of collecting premiums is
largely cured: if a parson works, he or she makes payments.
'The current mheme of ilndividualcollections after divorce
cailld be largely scrapped, depending on the level of
sup opt one wished to assure. W e o v e r , the current
@elfme ryst,emspuld ba,*amaticaUy cut back Workers;
~otwatj,i'11&ient a d a y . ~ i ~ p i ~ emepe
the Amld
~ t i ~ryoul@*vpport
s l
their sbilgbfnslead t rpugh Sociel
&@&lt$
bt+n&4~.ln turn. ayments throu $the k c i a l
file&& syew &nulid be ' argely free of t!l e s-a
a%&&cd Ytrifih9rraceipt of ~ e l f b qThey
.
would be itreeggr
i&li@l
ma~'t
~ ~ $ ~ h l -\nr$uld'~meid&r
ca~s
the ri&f reaalon: &at
l&$bcMfd~en
.yveu&d
be s u p p r led in a marinw that bore a
$@lqtionto a~otuialCar;l.t3pibu1~on~fr~Ilh
thd pa~wntB~
mqh a gcp&xi@; howre~ef,~ u l nat
d reaoh all ohildmm
lbtngwhth+sinaIe$men t8At1tbepsychoto@d heart al the
.@tr$$&n;t
Bbcial gelcurity s ~ t e n is
y kbe ~.otioathat it progides
baiicifits,d y to%bme who have rn~~contrfljutions
over a
oeHsin peqiod. Most illegitizy~te~ M d r e whose
n
pa~entsdo
Ilfjr Hv@Wgetlrar ~ n adsignBfiaant portion of .chimen of
dholnce hair;@
youngparw~tsnekther of whom h ~long
s
parDoipatedin:the l&or force and neither of whom would
t ~ d a p 6e
~far-Eu1Z~benefits
e om becoming disabled.
~&bed&a'tii ille@ti.mateahildmn have.paremtswho have
never p~rtipipaa'ted
in the labor.for~eat all. While a very
ibart $iari~dof c u ~ t x ~ b n might
t i ~ s he justified tin the
mudthat, with &isfarm af covered event (unlike deafb,
d:@biMsy, or dld age], the probability is hbh that one or
bbth pasenttmill h w e many more yeqrs gs contributors to
thre+f~nd,jt
wmld violence 50 the central concept of
B d d SBrndtyYtht&maaypenpls have by providtng
b.w~Rts
in &oniscases in which neither psrent has made
a6 oontklbati~n.
fundamental ob)ecrio;s can be raised tii'the
hock
w#eme,thathat it dots not reach everyone. Many feel the
&a@iaL
BemrPtj system is .already ouarburdmed. Congws
Baqmcently ihcreased bialth the raje af the tax and the
~ d o G m e l e vup
d s to which the taxes are paid. Workers feel
&epao~t
of b s system when it reduces their take-home pay.
T h F Y w ~be
d likely to tmknowledge that the additional
dedunti~pwas worth if to them only if they perceived
l&~elmsalves
as one ~f thme significantly at risk of needing
the benhfil&+,Menyworkers would readily admit the risk of
dea.th,disability, anddoidage but wauld not consider
~ l a ~ ~ s ~ l v t 3 likely
s a t a lta become e parent of a child living
wtth a single,parent. They wodd obfect to such an
a l l ~ ~ p f i~f
s n&e 6 ~ i aSeaurity
l
system j u ~as
t they would
wb@t to the mandatgry "divorce insurance" scheme we
d @ c u ~ r n d + e ~The
~ &objectors
~r.
wonld include not merely
aI+u eoupl@abut (alsothe millions af young iling~lepeople
who either tlbstain.altogeh from e e x d intercourse or, if
t h e y s n ~ e3~5eIt, i~vartablyu5g re1iab'l.e contramptive
dieyfcea-.
In @ddieun,.dealk,old ags, and disability are seen by
:molt Americans's&1~8rp!Iy
ftee of fault*Thdugh there are
eltneptirpid,pwple. dl0 notgenerally die or cripple
themgelbas ?irther on puqose ar in ways that make wr think
f 11!of
D i u o ~is
~ +ffe~ent.
e
To many, i t has the flavor of
sfn81 $liehsl d /d-ciept
r d v e to ltve up to a ?olemn
caqmi'trnlegh Even m r e freqzlmtly viewed as'sinful is the
cbbe,p&ildn
of e.chiM uu t bf vyedlo~kby a woman ncit living
~ N Mth@&ilhe~
I - af the cMld.'Tha
compulsory syst
. .>
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suggest would require some people to support others they
view as irresponsible. Indeed they would see the system as
encouraging people to act irresponsibly.
If the Social Security syatem were expanded to insure
againat the event of single parenthood, the entire system
might thus become tainted, whereas one of its signal
f rntures ip this country has been that its recipients have
always bean permitted to feel that they were receiving
payments that they desemdfor reasons that they need not
feel badly about. This feature is one about which we may
justly feelambivalence-it is related to th,etendency to
dtsthgclish between the "worthy" and the "unworthy3'
poor-but it id nonetheless a fsalure of American
civflizization that policy-makers and citizens accept. And for
them reasons, aad the costa, it is probable that Congress
would refuse to expand the Social Security system to
include single parents*

We have looked at many different schemes to assure
adequate support for children living with a single parent.
Some are appealing but all have problems. If we try to
collect from the noncustodial parent after separation, we
find that we must either use distasteful means, such as the
threat of jail, or cumbersome ones, such as universal and
mandatory wage assignments. Insurance schemes to collect
from parents before the insured event have no fewer
administrative problems and suffer from the additional
difficulty of forcing us to define the persons who are going
to be compelled to make payments into a fund whether or
not they receive any return. I personally am drawn to the
mandatory wage-assignment idea because it spares us the
politically touchy task of defining who, besides already
separated parents, shall contribute while at the same time
offering an opportunity largely to eliminate the need to rely
on jail as an instrument of enforcement. Moreover, unlike
the various pay-in-advance insurance schemes, the wageassignment system retains whatever psychological benefit
may accrue to the parents and to the child from knowing
that the absent parent is making current and substantial
financial contributions for the child.
There is another alternative to the heavy use of jail or to
mandatory wage assignments. Weaker than either, but
politically feasible, it is simply for states to create efficient
full-time collection and enforcement offices, comparable to
Friends of the Court, with courts empowered to use
sentences to jail but rarely actually doing so. To those to
whom jail is repugnant or at least distasteful, this is a
possible middle ground that would almost certainly lead to
much higher collections in the many places where mothers
not receiving welfare are now left to inadequate private
remedies.
Even if one of the more audacious schemes were adopted,
however, one fundamental limit needs to be kept in mind.
Like the current system, neither mandatory wage
assignments nor any of the insurance schemes alone will
provide an income that will permit custodial parents and
children to survive at anywhere near the standard of living
they maintained when the family was intact. Recall that
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From U-M Law Alumni
Campaign Chairman
John H. Pickering

Terrance Sandalow

john H. Pickering

T h e Capital Campaign is a
resounding success. Our $10 million
goal has been exceeded by nearly $4
million. We have the funds to complete the library addition, despite
the ravages of inflation. We have
also raised more for needed faculty
support than we expected. Indeed,
we are even in sight of the $15 million goal originally considered but
rejected as unrealistic and overoptimistic. Wouldn't it be wonderful
to reach that "impossible" goal?
There is still time. So, if you have not
contributed, or wish to increase your
contribution to the Capital Cam;
paign, I urge you to do so.
This outstanding success is not accidental. It is a remarkable tribute to
the Law School, its alumni, and its
friends. It is particularly impressive
since annual giving to the Law
School Fund has increased during
each of the years of the Capital Campaign. It is the result of hours of
dedicated work by many peoplethe members of the Campaign Committee which I have the privilege to
chair, our regional chairmen, and
our local solicitors. They did an outstanding job and we are all in their
debt.
Very special recognition is due to
the people who actually planned and .
ran the campaign, who made the
trips and contacts that produced major gifts-Ted
St. Antoine who
devoted his seven years as dean to
making the campaign a reality and a
success, Terry Sandalow who took
over the deanship in the final stages
of the campaign and saw it through,
Bill Pierce whose patience and
imagination as Building Committee
Chairman have created a truly exciting addition to the library, Rob
Jones who unfailingly handled the
myriad details ranging from the major to the nitty-gritty, and Allan
Smith whose wise counsel and devotion to the Law School and the
University at large inspired us all.
They and all the others who worked
on the campaign made my job as
chairman a happy and easy one; the
credit is theirs, not mine.
Finally, the success of the campaign assures that Michigan will
enter the 21st century as a continuing national resource for outs t a n d i n g legal education a n d
research. Thanks to all for a job well
done!
A

From Dean
Terrance Sandalow

a1 education, a comby the many other
chool whose names
he honor roll of conching the campaign
ars ago, Ted St. Ane school's need for
rces to "enable a
o be even more ef-

enthusiasm, and good humor, John
:ontributed not only to the success of
the campaign but to making a potentially burdensome responsibility a
rich and rewarding experience.

Campaign Succeeds
The Law School's Capital Campaign is a resounding success. During the three-year drive, which
began with a goal of $10 million, the
school received in excess of $13.9
million in cash, pledges, and deferred gifts.
This extraordinary achievement is
a tribute to the skill of those who
gave freely of their time and energy
to plan the campaign, to the dedication of the additional numbers who
played an active and important role
soliciting contributions, and, of
course, to the generosity of more
than 2,000 individuals and organizations whose gifts enabled the campaign to meet and exceed each of its
original goals. The Law School is
deeply grateful to each of these
persons and organizations.
The remarkable effort by all those
who contributed to the success of the
campaign is in keeping with the long
Michigan tradition through which
private support has combined with
public funding to maintain the Law
School as one of the world's leading
centers of legal education and
scholarship. Most notable among
previous gifts were, of course, the
several magnificent contributions
from W. W. Cook whose foresight
a n d generosity permitted the
building of the Law Quadrangle and
e s t a b l i s h m e n t of t h e u n i q u e
research fund bearing his name. In
addition, many others such a s
Frederick L. Leckie, Marguerite and
Julian Wolfson, George M.
Humphrey, H e n r y M. Butzel,
He-nrietta E. Rosenthal, James
Shearer, Edwin C. Goddard, Clyde
A. DeWitt, and Harry Helfman, to
name but a few, provided the school
with substantial funds for student
aid, faculty support, an interdisciplinary program in law and
economics, additional l i b r a r y
resources, and other important activities.
The decision, made nearly six
years ago, to undertake the Law
School's first Capital Campaign was
rooted in the belief that the school's
current alumni were as deeply committed as those of an earlier time to
maintaining its distinction. A major
need, and the primary purpose of the
campaign, was to secure funds for
construction of an addition to the law
library. Among the school's other important needs were the establishm e n t of a d d i t i o n a l e n d o w e d
professorships, increased resources
for student aid, funds to support a

Campaign Results
Source of Support
Alumni and Friends
Foundations
Corporations
Faculty and Staff

$ 9,450,009
4,000,000
350,000
100,000

Total Received in Cash,
Pledges, and Deferred Gifts

$13,900,000

Designation

Law Library
Faculty Support
Unrestricted
Student Aid
Programs
Lawyers Club

$ 6,200,000
2,900,000
2,550,000
1,200,000
3,000,000
50,000

$13,900,000
*
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Although this is a re ort about the
',.
.skccess of the Capita Campaign. a
w d or two about the annual Law
--'
\S~hoolFund is in order. Cmtrary to
expectations, and contrary to the experience at most ather schools, the
- U-M taw School Fund continued its
,
. s t ~ a d ygrowth, both in d o t l a r ~
received and in the number of csn.tributors, during 1973 to ? $ ? t h e
three-year planning period end the
three years of active solicitation for
the Capital Campaign. That so many
alumni and other friends of the
school recognized its continuing
. need far support of the activities that
- depend on the Law School Fund,
while also responding so generously
to the Capital h e p i g , enqurs well
,
for the tuturs of t e Law School,
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will permit natural light to reach all
three levels of the structure,
Although the undargmund addition is an admirable suluti~onto o m
need for additional.space, i t w;ep not
an early or obvious choice,, High on
everyone's list was another buildhie,
or an addition to the h g a l Awearch
Building, in the English Gothic atyk
af the quad~angle,but It was soan
apparent that such a structure could
not be built taday at m y reasoatrble
cost. The belowgrade s'tructure was
approved by the law faculty, the
Alumni Campaign Committee, $Id
the University only after careful
review and considerdti~n,of. several
alternative, plans. The final design
was chosen because it is fugctional
and because it will not interfere with
the architectural integrity of the Law
Quadrangle.
Although the addition is not in the'
style of the Law Quadrangle,'itis being built and equipped with the same
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Campaign L -1lars
Already Hard at Work
Library Addition
The new library addition should
be ready for occupancy in mid-1981.
It will ease critically overcrowded
conditions in the present building,
which was built in 1931. The new
structure is ar! L-shaped, completely
underground facility in space adjacent ro the south and east sides of the
present Legal Research Building. It
will extend three levels below grade
and will be covered by a landscaped
area that will blend with the existing
ground-level planting and la you t of
the Law Quadrangle. A moat-like
skylight separating the new building
from the Legal Research Building

Architect Gunnar Birkerts and
a model of the library addition.

concern for aesthetics that distinguishes the Quad. In addition,
great care has been taken to meet not
only immediate needs, but to plan, as
imaginatively as possible, for the
needs and technology of the future.
Cunnar Birkerts, a Birmingham,
Michigan, architect of international
reputation, was chosen to design the
new facility. Among the awardwinning buildings throughout the
country that he has designed are the

.

Federal R,eserve Bank in Mind,
neapolis, the south addition to .the
Detroit Jristitute of Arts, IBM'r Corporate Computer Center 'in New
York City, and the Ford M'oto~Gompany's Visitor Reception Gent&r in
Dearborn. Birkerts is a l i a leading
exponent of subterranean arebitecture,
,, The space that will be added and
completed now-82,500 s q u q r e
feet-will provide adequate storage
for at least 200,OOO volumes, and will
permit the library, for the firl~ttime,
to use open stack shelving so that-atudents and other users can browse
through the collection and avoid the
delays that are inevitable with a
"call desk" system. Comfortable
reading areas, sufficient to accommodate more than 400 users, are to
be placed among the stacks. In addition to, this finished space, 15,000
square feet of unfinished floor space
(5,000 square feet on each level) has
been included in the origiriial excavation and building contract. Heat, air
conditioning, etc. have been roughed
in, but the area is uncluttered by
walls, and will permit maximum'
flexibility when-this space is needed
and finished in future years.
As every-hwyer is by now aware,
w e a r e e n t e r i n g a p e r i o d of
technological development that will
revolutionize law libraries. Although
books will not soon go out of style,
it is clear that increased use will
be made of microform materials.
The library addition will be fully
equip ed for use of these materials,
provi8ng not only suitable reader
stations but also equipment for
p r e p a r i n g " h a r d copy" f r o m
microfiche and microfilm. Computerized legal research is already a
part of life, and far greater use of
computers in the law offices of the
future is expected. Equipment for
access to the Lexis system, which is
now in use in the present building,
will be moved to the new addition
where facilities for additional terminals for either Lexis or other
systems are being built in. These
computer terminals in the library
serve the dual purpose of training
tomorrow's lawyers and facilitating
high speed and accurate research by
both students and faculty.
The beautiful reading room in the
present library has served us well
for half a century and will continue
to be an integral part of the cambined libraries, but -its function will
be modified. Approximately 300 new
carrels where atudants can collect
research materials temporarily and
enjoy a degree of privacy will be

provided in the new facility, and virtually a cornflete collection of
~~glwAArnlsfioan
rnsterhls will be
aviiilabla for dtxdent use. AS consequenae it is expelted that most student r e s a d and writing will take
place in the new areas, a@ the present reading room will become the
primmy study area for students
when rersedfch materials are no!
needed, An important by-product of
movine a swbtantial part of the
Anglo-American collection into the
new addition is that sufficient pressure on the prelent stack areas will
be remloved 40 that all of the stacksold and new-can be used as open
stacks,
.
When the Law School library first
moved into the Legal Research
Building in 1931, the collection numbered 104,000 volumes. It now contains more than five times that
numbur. It is not surprisin that in
those years 'the library staf has increased dramatically, too. It long ago
outgrew its ori inal quarters in the
Legal Researc! Building, and for
years-has. had to work in scattered
and xpakeshift offices on several
levels of the present stacks, with
resqjting inefficiencies and other
problems that were hard to overcome, Happily, this undesirable
situation will be corrected in the
new addition, where a well-planned
series of offices and workspaces will
bring the .entire staff together. The
new building will also contain office
space and carrels for the officers and
the staffs of the three student
publications-the
Michigan Law
Review, the Journal of Law Reform,
and the Michigan Yearbook of International Studies, The spaces now occupied i n the Legal Research
Building and in Hutchins Hall will
be vacated and, of course, recaptured for a variety of other uses.
Last, but not necessarily least, the
aesthetic qualities of the new
building and of its necessary connections with the Legal Research
Building, have received careful attention. Every effort has been made
to maintain the standard of excellence set by the existing buildings.
The principal entry from the Legal
Research Building into the addition
will be a braad sweeping stairway
from -the -main floor of the present
reading room, which will rovide
easy mqyement between t e two
facilities. The imaginative use of a
huge skylight on two sides of the
building, and floors that staad free
from those walls, not only permits
naturlal light to reach each floor, but
will permit a person on even the

lowest level to have an exterior
view. "Green areas" with an interesting variety of plants will be
laced around the interior of the
!uilding. The entire structure will, of
course, be air conditioned and well
lighted. Because the building is completely below ground level it will be
an extremely energy-efficient
building to heat and cool. The interior decorations, as well as the
structure, have been planned and
coordinated by architect Birkerts.

The Lawyers Club
The buildings comprising the
Lawyers Club were first occupied in
1924, and were the first buildings
built on what was to become the Law
Quadrangle. Since then they have
been a home away from home for
more than 5,000 law students who

f
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repairs that were urgently needed
when some of the water and steam
heating pipes rusted through, when
parts of the imported plumbing fixtures failed and could not be
replaced, when the roof leaked, and
when the electrical circuits could not
cope with modern appliances. In addition, in the student rooms, much of
the furniture, in use since 1924,
began to show its age.
Thanks to the success of the
Capital Campaign most of these
needed renovations of the Lawyers
Club have been completed. New
plumbing anld kitchen facilities have
been installed, the pipes for the
steam heating system have been
replaced, and the entire club has
been rewired. The guest rooms
above the lounge have been com,
pletely refurbished, and a section of
the lounge ceiling that had
deteriorated because of roof and
. plumbing leaks has been repaired.
And new furnishings have been
purchased for the student rooms.

Professorships

,

have attended The University of
Michigan. Many who are reading
these lines will have fond memories
[and perhaps an occasional less than
fond memory) of their years there. In
agreement with the laws of nature,
but contrary to the expectations of
William W. Cook who built the club
as a gift to the University, some parts
of the buildings began to wear out.
Because management has complied
with his wishes, fees were adequate
to cover current expenses and to set
a good table, but not large enough to
build a fund for any of the major

A law school can be no better than
its faculty. The University of Michigan Law School is fortunate to have
had an outstanding faculty from the
day that it first opened its doors.
Among the original faculty were
James V. Campbell and Thomas M.
Cooley, two of the leading scholars
and jurists of their time. The history
of the school in subsequent years is
studded with the names of other distinguished scholars and teachers.
Men such as Ralph Aigler, Edgar
Durfee, Paul Kauper, Lewis Simes,
Edson Sunderland, and Hessel
Yntema, to mention only a few from
among the many who will b e
remembered by the Law School's living alumni, influenced the lives of
generations of students and participated in shaping the law and
legal scholarship of their time.
The present faculty is equally distinguished, but inadequate financial
support could quickly s a p its
strength. Competition for outstanding faculty members, from
other law schools and from private
practice, has been and continues to
be extremely keen throughout the
country. It is imperative that the
school be able to attract and retain
the finest faculty available. To do so,
it must have not only adequate financial resources, but the ability to
recognize faculty members for distinguished teaching, scholarly

respected authority on the law of
property. He is a co-author of the encyclopedic American Law o f ;
Property.
Thomas M. Cooley Professorship-Frank R. Kennedy, an expert
on bankruptcy, who served as executive director of the U.S. Commission
of Biankruptcy Laws from 1970 to
1973, and as such was a principal
draftsman of the recently enacted
Bankruptcy Act. He joined the
faculty in 1961.
Paul 6. Kauper Professorship-L.
Hart Wright, a U-M faculty member
since 1947, and an authority on U.S.
Federal and European tax law and
procedures. He has served as a copsultant to the Internal Revenue Serttice for many years.
Henry King Ransom Professorship-Yale Kamisar, a member of
the Urn faculty since 1964, is one of
the nation's leading authorities on
constitutional law and criminal
procedure.
Two other W-M law professors
hold distinguished chairs whose
establishment was unrelated to the,
Capital Campaign. These are Prof.
Eric Stein wh6 holds the Hessel E.
Yntema Professorship, and Prof.
Alfred Conard who holds the Henry
M.Butzel Professorship.

Student Financial Aid
The steadily rising cost of both
undergraduate and legal education
has greatly increased the need for
student financial assistance. Many
students, from both low- and
middle-income families, have incurred substantial debts by the time
they begin law school. Even those
who have not often require financial
aid and could not attend law school
without it. The Law School believes
that no person should be denied the
opportunity to study law at Michigan
merely because he or she (or his ,or
her family) lacks the financial
resources.
Ensuring that Michigan remains
open to all, without regard to wealth,
is also vitally important in main- .
taining the quality of the student
body. If Michigan is to continue to
graduate highly qualified lawyers, it
must be able to attract its share of
the most promising applicantsmany of whom require financial assistance. Although the Law School
has over the years accumulated substantial resources for providing
financial assistance to students, in-
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Program Support
Nearly $1,000,000 was received
during the Capital Campaign to support curricular and extracurricular
programs that will significantly
enrich the educational opportunities offered by the Law Schaol
and enhance its research and service activities.

,
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leqal perspectives, collaboration
Brneng the practitioners in the
rxleve~alfields is both an important
. goal and the operating technique fop
t)le propram. Law students a r e
directly i'nvolved through a s ecial
clinical - law program in ,chi d advQ.cacy aiirected by Prof. Donald N.
Dliquette.
Over the eodrse of a term, each
student partiaipating in the clinic
represents, in turn, .each of the parties in interest in child abuse and
neglect cases. Students are also required to enroll in a seminar on
Child Abqge and Neglect. The clinic
thus serves the dual educational purposes of prqiding students with a
rich backgrob d of p r a c t i c a l
knowledge and tteoratical foundations in an important area of the law
and of helping them to develop
skills-e.g., interviewing techniques,
the ability to communicate with professionals in other disciplines, and
trial adwocacv-that are important to
lawyers, whatever their specialty.
Others from the Law School active
in the child advocacy project are Dr.
. Andrew Watson, professor of psychiatry and law; Prof. Slewen Pepe,
who heads another clinical law
program at the Law School; Prof.
David Chambers, who teaches family law courses: and Prof. James
Wilson, a supervising attorney at the
clinic.

I!

Child Advocacy Project

Helen DeRoy Fellowships

The child advocacy project, off i c i a l l y known a s t h e I n t e r disciplinary Program for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect,
I s a pioneering effort that involves
not only the Law Shool, but the
University's Medical School and
School of Social Work. Under an initial grant of $659,000 from the Harry
A. and Margaret D. Towsley Foundation of Ann Arbor, the three schools
have concentrated on special training for the professionals who are called upon to deal with this serious
nationwide problem. Additional
grants have been received from the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, the Michigan Department of Social Services, and from
Dr. Towsley,
Because few lawyers or judges are
familiar with the psychological
implications and family dynamics of
child abuse cases, and most psychiatrists, pediatricians, and social
workers are equally limited in their

Contact with lawyers, public officials, and other public figures is an
important element in a legal education. Students benefit from such contact in many ways-for example, by
acquiring an understanding of the
diversity of persons with whom they
will shortly have professional
relationships and, perhaps, role
models for their own careers. Individuals from outside the academic
community may also enrich the students' education by sharing with
them experience and knowledge that
not only are important in their own
right but that demonstrate the
relationship between the students'
academic programs and the careers
upon which they are embarking.
A generous gift by the Helen
DeRoy Testamentary Foundation
will significantly increase the Law
Schaol's ability to offer students
opportunities to become acquainted
with such persons. The foundation
has established an endowment to

support a program that each year
will bring a number of distinguished
lawyers,' government officials, and
other public figures to the Law
School for periods ranging from
several days to several weeks. The
duration of their visits will permit
the DeRoy Fellows to enter into the
life of the Law School, enabling students to have more extensive contact
with them than is feasible with most
visitors to the Law School. Over the
. course of a week, for example, a fellow might lecture to one or more
classes, speak informally to groups
of faculty and students, and dine
with students at the Lawyers Club.
Similar visits in the past have been
enthusiastically welcomed by students. By making such visits a recurring feature of the Law School
program, the DeRoy Fellowships will
significantly enrich the intellectual
life of the school and the education
of students.

Law and Economics
Since 1971 the Lqw School has had
a unique program that permits a

small number of highly qualified students to earn both a J.D. degree from
the Law School and a Ph.D. in
Economics. Peter 0.Steiner, who
holds a joint appointment in the Law
School and the Department of
Economics, has directed the program since its inception. A gift from
the late George M. Humphrey, J.D.
1912, and a development grant from
the Horace H. Rackham School of
Graduate Studies of the University
have, until now, supported the
program. Unfortunately, these
sources of funding are nonrenewable and were fully expended or
committed.
Happily, as a part of the Capital
Campaign, this important program
has a new lease on life as a result of
a gift of $100,000 from the IBM
Corporation. The school hopes
through contributions by a number
of corporations and individuals to
establish a $1.5 million endowment
for the permanent support of the
program.
Others from the Law School
faculty who are actively involved
with this program are Profs. Richard
0.Lempert and Donald H. Regan,
who serve on a five-person joint administrative committee, and Profs.
William J. Adams and Daniel L.
Rubinfeld, who, like Steiner, hold
joint appointments in law and

economics.

Law Alumni Leaders
Robert B. Krueger-Los
Angeles,
California
Robert E. Nederlander-Detroit,
Michigan
Marvin L. Niehuss-Ann
~rbor:
Michigan
Richard W. Pogue-Cleveland, Ohio
Benjamin M. Quigg, Jr.-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
John E. Reicker-Midland, Michigan
Edward W. Schramm-Santa
Barbara, California
William J. Schrenk. Jr.-New York,
New York
Duane Stranahan, Jr.-Toledo, Ohio
Thomas E. Sunderland-Phoenix,
Arizona
Hobart Taylor, Jr.-Washington,
D.C.
John S. Tennant-New York, New
York
'Deceased

Volunteer Chairpersons
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Essential to any successful campaign is an effective volunteer force
of alumni leaders throughout the
country who are responsible for
general alumni solicitation in their
respective areas. The country was
divided into regions with
chairpersons and co-chairpersons
responsible for handling direct mail,
telephone, and personal solicitation
on behalf of the Law School. These
key volunteers included:
Henry A. Bergstrom-Pittsburgh
Edward S. Biggar-Missouri, Iowa,
Kansas and Nebraska
Russell E. Bowers-Flint
Roy H. Callahan-Connecticut
and
James W. Callison-Georgia
Tennessee
Donald S. Carmichael-New York
State
W. Lawrence Clapp*-Hawaii
William G. Cloon, Jr.-Upper Peninsula, Michigan
Donald M. Cohn-Rochester, New
York
Richard J. Darger-Midland
John P. Dawson-Massachuse tts,
Maine, Vermont a n d New
Hampshire
Malcolm L. Denise*-Detroit'
Thomas A. Deiterich-New York
City
Emmett E. Egan*-Detroit
William G. Earle-Florida
John C. Elam-Columbus
Murry J. Feiwell-Indiana
Austin Flemingft-Chicago
Frederick P. Furth-Northern
California and Nevada
Sheila Gallagher-Alaska
Howard Gould-Cincinnati
E. V. Greenwood-Texas and Oklahoma

Stuart Ho*-Hawaii
F. William Hutchinson-Grand
Rapids
Theodore A Julian-Arizona and
New Mexico
William F. Kenney-North Carolina
and South Carolina
Alan R. Kidston*-Chicago
Richard F. Koch-Benton Harbor
Robert B. Krueger-Southern
California
Roy E. Mattern, Jr.-Washington and
Montana
Robert E. Nederlander*-Detroit
Robert W. Palmer-Oregon
avd
Idaho
.
Albert B. Perlin-Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota
John H. Pickering-Washington, P.C.
Richard W. Pogue-Cleveland
Benjamin M. Quigg, Jr.-Eastern
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Delaware
Russell H. Riggs-Kentucky
E. David Rollert-Traverse City
Robert W. Shadd-Rhode Island
L. Vestine Stabler, Jr.-Louisiana,
Arkansas, Alabama and MississipDuane Stranahan, Jr.-Toldeo
Robert A. Stuart-Illinois (except
Chicago)
William Y. Webb-Western Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia
Jane Shaw Whitman*--Chicago
Richard E. Young-Colorado, Utah
and Wyoming

-Haz-- 7011 01 Campaign Contributors
(The following list was compiled as of February 12, 1980)

Wwsall Akn tffkoff
Richard W. B i l h g i
Rancia Eve Bilrnes
William B. Blrmin~ham
t. Ray Bishop
Donald C. Black
Stephen E. B l e d
Charles B. Blackmar
Menefee D. &2achwdl
Viacant A. Masi
Fred W. Bleakby
Richard I. Blo&
Lacklend H.B i o w
Stephen A. h d d n

-

-Lee C. B d l i n ~ r fr.
.
jlohrr Harris Beman
William SLBonds
Robert C. m g e s
Earl Riahgrd Boomtra

Wyrnan P e d t Bogltton
R o ~ a l dEarl Brackett
M. L. Brdbury. P.
Conrad Allaa Bradshaw
William F. Braewninmr
Gordon S. lfrrislin
- D. Hale Brake
Milton L. Braad
Huberf Jason Braad
,Edward dransihw
AJoh.nBowlby Braltin
' Cta~eneaA. Bfimmer
ngrw6&&cdwxw
Stevens M)ph Brock
Steven Ray Brodsky
Stephen A. h m b e r g
Byzon Elwood Erunsm. jr.
Jmsie M. h p h y
Olin t. Browdet. ]r.
A. Edward Brawn
CRarllm R. €kwn
Eric V. Brown, &.
Herbert 8. Brown
Jacoh Brown
James R. Brown
, )on Linwnod Brown
Pnilip A. Bmwn
R~hm&. Brown
Mr.a Mrs.Stratton W Brown
Thornas C. Biawh
Merlin & lrene Turner Hrcmmiri#
Wilhm h t n n r b ~ c k e r .Ir.

Robert C. Bruns
Albert DMlJs Cash
Jack Buehanan
Marllynn j. Ceaon
John P. Buchma~
Zolman Cawitch
Edward D. Buckley
Letstar L. f3ci'l
Ferdinand C. Bucklay
J. Kinpley C h d e a p e
Bucyrua-Erie Foundelon, Inc.
Calull B. Chsmbe~kin
Anthony C.Bueasw
David L. Chambers
Frederick Buetmer
S l e v i n 3 r r y Chemeideu
Sebastian A. Buffa
lohn Chaney
Burton A. Bugbee
-Mm. Ljls Cbanr6ng
James h l k l e y
Alan Carri& Choste
Leonard E. h l l e r d
Roberl Alden C b t e
Hamld @. C h r W e m n
Lawrence C. Ballen
Aaron Hadry Bulloff
Crr PbunhMan. Inc.
w. Lawrenee Clhpp
]okn Edward Burke
R. 'I3feodore Clsrk
Lerry Jay Burke
R h t t T. Clsrk
Lawrence D. Burke
Michael P. Burke
Clerk Bqoipmmt Company
Jack Mwier BZIcbett
Harvey W. Ckhrke
Thomas N. Burnham
Clam of '89 Law
Alonlo W. Clay
Franz Aupst Burnier
Robevl W. Clewdl
Jerome E. Burns
Robert A. Bulrf
Steven H. Clink
t h o r n s Miwk Burton
W11ifam C. C l m
Janet Lacile Elata
Miohrel Iahn Clase
Paul Elmer Clovser
Robert A. Eutkr
Ira Williem h ~ t e r f j e l d
E h r d Cluck. it.
Bertte N. Butts Ill
Edward Lee Gohb
Dsnyl R. Coehrene
AJfiied Moom Butz'haugh
Barbara N. Coen
The Horr. & Mrs.Chder I. Byrns
Milo Gem* Cosrper
b s . Damar 1L Michael C m f W
A m Jades Cofhan
Charles C. Cbhem
I. William Cahen
Ma.a Mrs. Dolnald M. Gahn
ltwin 1. & Arefn Cohn
William M. Cdby
Simon F. Culleman
Richard A. CsllSer
Philip Jshrr Col4ora
G$T M a n a ~ e m n tCompfiay
Louis A n N o Celornbo
Drm#l~sM. C%in
Hb* Mamus Colopy
john Joseph Callahan
Alfred F. Colllcrd
lay h n e y Callahan
Arthur Red Cone In
J m e a W. Callkmn
Jofrn J m p h Ctrnnaofiton
Paul Baslbn C ~ n p b e l l
Williern H.Canner
Robert Homer Cempbell
Cmsomers Power C m afiy
ConHnennl &nk Foa&rien
MI.& Mn R&rt M. CtmpheI1
Daniel A. Converse
H m k l G. Cnnl Estate
Cspirdl Charities. Inc.
Leo John
Jalisrn Caplan
Bmce C. C o W h r e
AiGhenf P.Cfslile
&ran J u h h Conk
~ m l W.
d klin
tilMYIRretM.'Gad
C. WilYCAm Cetlmri. Jr.
Wdnner Cook
Vicm Dmim Carlaan
Edmrd H. Googar
Donald Swn CarmichRsl
William L. C a a p r
%mud David Csrper~er
Luke kink Coopemidat
Paul 0. Carringtom
Gharks L. Cape nLewis ~ n d r r r wCarroll
t3t~lea
PI. i&Wy 11
Hirrry A.6 Cynthia 8. lWmn
Dmnir Mhtr Caller
Clnra F. Carter
Daniel P. h p h l t n

~~

&w@$tbn tWiaqj fmshlrdan
WHtbm f. CPwJin
U

d

w@ql

&

W

IP,LGFdt

Isms
Jdu~
Wtb 6W

It&@ a.mm

M D F @k~w~ i s Fit&. jr.
AurMn Plsming
Qeunia Wayah Pllahman
Caorge 0. Plht
Stqg2len B. Flood
Mi*I
a. Flyar
FMC Pomdalra~
Maledm Fcmdm
Silw %I& Fmt $11
n e n y ~ a a d1r1
J~hn
Phi!@ Ford ;

a cmadlr

IPhD An. D u h b

Jtfehard A. Owell
Robert H.Durhern, jr.
L. C a ~ r e t Dutton,
t
Jr.
' r l p h H. Dwas
Rnvtd B h r d Dwyw
Clifton E. Dyer T i w t
Louie Mwtib Dyll

B. ~ ~ l i v
M.m*

Dad4 W J k €%%&ale
W~lna
s.hip
Mr. & Urn 1R. M&ub CulnmSRgl
John Whrg ~ m l r l r s y
Rob@ 't3mnG u m

Timal$y jDhm

Gbarlen A. Dubkd
m l nnrariw D m
Chsrlortb €2. DwebilcBe
Otysrt J. Durminlp. IT. r
C h t b p h g r Bunsky
Qr-ry Bvul Dumb
RUpdn Paplklag Co.

T b n u Z.Qmft
m
B
1
9
:cH&#

D&

Robant Allen Fisher
B t d y M. F b h r

Dm**

Clre *?bxwhdSr.
H m B dmnGmwR4
P e b r bhmb Qn*rd
JmBry'm
..
RW

H m l d W. w e y
&uw Nixom Duff

GurOtm

BL~hmUFord
F D Mator
~
Go, Rand
L~ltirF o r g ~ t
lbberl P. l ? ~ r d l i
wiliiam R. Pmvy
F. LnMar Ponbsb
A l f d JulLF
&
Joe CZ F a t o r
Loo Foam 111
Gloyd A. Fo-x

bdDfU b h m

Hayden Henry Dadd
Thomu8 L. ~abymplu
The Hon, R n h t IBhn Danhof
Richad Ikhn D M ~
Richad C. Dntr
Peter P. Pamew
Chnrles I DaughsrSy
WillYanl #i& Danezcpo~t
WiUtam J. l h ~ a y
Cha~lsrrW. Ravtdrrtn
Debra G 13, Dalljlb 3staM
Dsbmk Y. Darlr b t n t e
E. Cairn8 Drvir
M a ~ t hW. Dovls
Raymand 5. Dwlr
Donald Qmes DQwon
John Will* Difw&m
The Hon. Edw%nlD. Dmke
fCllffm&A* Dma
Philip C s ~ fDmm
James Malueh Dslimen
Laluonaa B. D ~ M R
Mlton Oar1 D m b
Denise tfolindmtfm
Malmlm DBnhe
Spenear T. h t r o n
WalWr R. D e n b n
Marc &y Denkiwer
John Lauren fldrwl~ton
Sflacur tong Uepew
Aaton DeRoy Mamaganent Cwp.
'!'he h h y Trrdtmentay Foundatim
jm Phillm b w d b a q
Detmll Edbn Cornpuny
t d q n d F. DeVine
J , e m rMowad beVrlw
Omlaace BeYoun~
Allen C. b e y , Jr.
Stephen Bend Diamond
jerome Jerry dick
Jam- P. Dtukemon
Thomas A. Diaterll
Georgs E. Diethelm
bwph Prank M W n t e
hvrl Raymond Dhonil
lahn Henry Dfstln
R~ymond1, DittFkh
lames Nelmn Dom
I'obn Steuer Bobm
Ch~rlesDonahue. Jr.
.
WI!iam*on P. Donald
, lamma I*. Donnally P t a t e
Thomas I. banrnrUy
'
Albert P. Danohus
b u n e Sharon Ddl'hnan
. Robert Bnrm DdrmhePFer
I
Thornaa D. Darrir
, - Dow Chwniml C o . ' A d I a d Dfv.
- Herbert W.
draw A , h
Fnundetion
Hofi.Dwid P;kratSy Oowd, Jr.
*
M. bolralid Srmhw
Raymond H.Bemar, Jr.
.' Mmond 'f. d m e n
! hvmond H.Drymaldri
. - Plohart M Dttbme
lean DIIMB
f

I

'

I

'

'

h e l l E. @an
R. R u ~ e l Ragan
l
Mr. & Mrs. Wllrrn C. % r k
Albert D. Early
Larry Ralph &ton
Jhton Charitable Fund
David Militon %el
m c h a d ~y.nnEokhsac
Hssry Thomaa Bdwarde
Robert W. Edward8
Morton Leon E f r o ~
Mr. & Mrs. Rftch K. Rich
Dlabert Y;rohn Pfler
Susan M, Eklrrnd
John Carlton E l m
Harold 'Irwin ElberE
RTcha~dC. BIoonln
Robert Jay Eleveld
Erwin Augur1 @fss
Terrence A. ElkFrank & Edna Elkouri
Alfmd 6. Ell$&
D d s l R. Elliott, Jr.
Raberl H. Wliott, F.
Warren Grant Ellfott
Stephen C. ElMa
N. Richard elmquist
Jamea t. Elrman
Edward EluHn
J. Rtcherd Enrans
Bdwih Gayle Bmmraon
S. Jonnihan Emerson
Henry M. Emery
Jahn M. Wiery
Mrs. William M. Emery
Charles B. $nlllish
Bnvirotech Foundalim
Benedict W. Eovaldi
Equitable Llfe Ascrurance Socic
of fhe United StatJalnea C. Ervin
Carl Eric b e a r
Bemilel D. Estcrp
John Latter E m r
Henry Ward Ewalt
Exxon Mumtion Foundation

P
JmmB. P d h
Morton Fea~gy
FJ s r a I e d Deparhnent Storm
lamen 8. PsShrl
Murray j. Petwell
Robert 6, Feldman
George E. Feldmlllsr
Barham H. Ferrin F n d
Damns A. FeuW o l k n p F. Pikasltachsr
Robert R. Finch
R q e r W. Plndley
Mr. & Mrn. Ph111p 8. Fiacher
Mr. & Mrs.N emen A. Fiehel
~wftryva. ~i$k;rr

Qfler Allen hanklin
Jeffrey A. F n n t
David Edward Raaab
WLllfam F. Frpreher
Barry Irwln Frederick8
Duane Darwtn Fretse
Jamm M. Fmnch
PhfltIp I,
Prick

jeck F. @miner

John Mfchel Cardnrr
IR- a r Y. Cadi&
c X i a i , ~ ~ ~ t t
hl7y Tdk G w w
Benton 8. Catw,3r.

.

&n@n E Gntet~

1

Harry G. Cmlt
Jemw5. Ca~llt
Wow M. CpuPt
Bdwa~dR. Cay
, 61
f. ~byltlo~d
@renowGelfond
'

John C;Gens
Berry B. L Joanne GsoRa h Jmeph Genon
Kaiarime L. k a t e n b ~ e z

G,6. Gherkin
1. Cordon Ctbb
Robert L. C i k o

'

Q c o f h y L. Eiifmd
Geoffrey C. Gilbert
jahn Vbmn l M l b e ~
RomM Rhea B l k ~
Wiirltam s.

Riubmad B.Gillad

Jlrpb~y~
P. Gilson

David Mmav Chwlaer

I
C

Philip Paul Prickey
Vnnce Hoyt Fried
Steven F. & Bllen Friedell
Ahha I. Friedman
larnea Thomas Friedman
Lloyd W. Fr5etfman
h n y Frirdman
Mr.d Mrs. Edward P. frahlich
F ~ ~ r Paundaion
th

G
F9"MiehaYI Cnftmw
n W. Chlnnh
1. Alan C a l h ~ &
R.! ~ r w ~nrnhbe
s

I
1

Cecil Harold Haas
Donald F. Haas
Erwin Herman H a a s
Wolf Haber
Charles D.Wwkney
Joseph Page Hafer
Alfred L Naflner. lr.
Marian Burrrey ~ i g a n
Dosglae [an Hsguo
Midheel C. HainEdward L. Hall
Fred WiEliam Hall
Hallfibrrton Bducation F ~ u n d s tien, lnc.
Halfmark Cards. h c .
1. Marshall Hamilton
ARM 5. ~ a a l e l
Rabert E. Hammell
John V. Hanunerami th
JohnTedfbrd Hammond
Harold ftampafl Estate
Fredsriok t.Hamrk
Philip 8. Hanna
Bdward A. Wansen
Gene Harold Hanacn
Hjalmar '8. Harwcn
Walter L.Haaserr
'Fred T. Wa-n
Jsrmcrd R. Hangon
John F . Hansan
Patricia M. Hansom
Williern C. Henson
Earl Har3rnrms
Pam(~'Inr& David L.@ & ~ Q A .
David B. Harrel,
Charles T.M@rrk
Malcdtnn 6. -Harris
l ~ o g mB. Harris
Harrie Bak $oundatian
Paye M&ri.e Ha~fiWPoa
Cliblord H.@rrt
Philip 1. H a ~ t m
l%omas k._H.HeNwdl
Arthur ] e a e Ham '
Craig R. )cat&tih*
lohn .Ridhard H%th@vav ,

John thrdon ) . i ~ a r t r
]ohn/Arl)rur ~ a t e r w o o d
. j h n D? Healy.llt.
L d W S. Heelrt
Q~rlk R! Hernee*

L Y ~ G M W S

Jehb& >MqBIDD
Chair*li;% bhnlgayq

bfwn
jtreimg a. .a PWS&

.

lede el 1. OUugblin

q. m y '

M Q ~
I

W
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p
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The Wfi.
W . hefir30
Henry Youry Mwvbe~
Joe k ~ * p k &

Frank Gordon Reeder

C#tark L Qldfsthe~
M i & ~ d E, OldhPnr.
"bidtcrhad"6. sin
Robert W. Oltb, Jr.

'

w e FU&: .

~ h a h e sb. Rdte
J Q ?C.
~ Reieitz-

.

R&ml Lee Olrcn
Bldon Ohma
RunaId I. O b n
J w e labsrt O'Mdag
WJ¶WP. O'Hdll
E . E. Qppdnnwr
R m j. OrtSlab
Mr. L MP. Brsnk J, OrtW l b m lul. Brrbm
]am- BJ. Oabarna
I(;emth H. OFIMI
Pob*rr D a b Owen
Jehqf1~nephOkvsns
OW~IU@&~
Edward H.Uwlett

George P. Relie?

JabMudn MtmiUob
Shl* Lynn M w o w
A~lrlizwm w MsgMI
B a ~%&Wn
l
Moyw

I. L - < w

I

J m w B" rnnphy .
Termbbw Roa8, m h y
Tim3ar Emmat rn*Y

-

G ~ y ~ ~ M U ' t z

Sqdre P-kt

Mr. Mrr. GeraGd W. Padwe
Gm* A. Pa@m
Lcaber E. P q e
Mr.a Mra. R&rl & Paley
G e q e alir Falbwr

Rebept A. Palmer

'i

Thmm Wl P h e r
'I'kmaa W. Palmer

Eaorge 8. Pafker IU
John Dcbard Parker

n.

jwsph
pnn0~Caro Amkd Partoyen

Mr. & ma.Ssnfard H.Pmmer

KeM Ymeo H&lcan~ta
JohnYuvrey N a n m
Oodgn L m i a Mesh
W. Vincent #a&
Isabel H. Nman,
R*t
E, h j i d g ~ ' h d e
The $hedinor Fund
Alan F. t Wane Reidle
E d w d Jahn Ndthsrerlt
Rabelt Bruce .Nelmn
Huwsfd M. NemapYnkI
Rasl Dewitt Nstharton
Alfred Irlmvtom
Philip A. "Nlclsly
Bmca -W.
Niahoh
"Fha Hon. Dayid A r W r Nichols
Col. Thoanue J. Fjiohob

W

n L Mt*huw

ME a

Mm,John Derk Niee
Nipph Llfe In$wpnce Go.
Blm@rNPsElngsr, Bstec
Edwwd P. Noble
Nofthdm M
' B
F
m
IQs 60.
F l 0 ~ t h ' 'h;U81
~l
k

CbkaM Trm

q

Thorn I,I W n n k l
JohnR b b n ,pu@'tjaamwr

Brim P a 4 Patchen
Dsvid Ghae% Bette~ww
P e w A r ~ o l dPallamon
Alan Dmdd Pauw
Geaqe W. hrrson
Claude M . P a r w n

Wvid W.Peck

I3ba&a@A Peck

Wabw W t t m ~ d
David MarMn Pedetmn
Davkl kl. Fellow
WiBam Charles P&er
Fmnciseo Penbetthy
P ~ p hk a Camp*
Albert B. PuHn, IT.
k h l T. Pmim,
Terrence George Perris
Idin W i l m Rotraud M. Perry
M h l b V. P e r m &tat%
]ohn L. B d e l
- Arfhuf Peter. IF.
Gplvin A. P e t a r m
Mlchaal A, Psaerson
"Phs Hm. WillSam R. P & m m
leff'rey M. Patrash
Fatar A. P f : & d h
Rfckard P. Ptioenmaw
EIbridge 19. P b l p
h i ! Mar* 1Dhtllfps
Walter 1. Bhiliipr
Hmy Bdwad fidrrriiq
John H.W h r i n g

Beverley John Pooley
] m e 8 Mwris PoFler
Richwd Rashna
,
john Rumney Poteat
BNlip C. Porter
b r . & Mrs. Ray L. Patter
lorn- Munm Pawell
Thomas G. Power
IndustrSes Peundaaion
L e o n 4 1. Prekel
J a r a m Fmnk fbwcrrrik
Alan Mwin Price
Prim Waterhouse Fmndation
Roy F. L Jean H. P M i t t
John 6.Provine
Prudential Inmrame Co.
of America
Thoatas a Btker Pryor
FouRdPtion
Mr. a Mrs. Victor F. Ptasanik
C a r d 1 F. P ~ r d yJr.
.

The Quaker oat^ Foundation
Benjomln M. Quigg. Jr.
r
Robert C. Quinn. Jr.

Thomas Henry Qufnn, Jr.
Timathy C. Qulhs

Donald H. Reanmere
Cbsrles B. Reafrew
Michael John ~ e m d
Momur A. Reynolds. Ir.
Desk Tisalia Rice
Robert E. Rice
I d l a c e A. Richardrscn
William Kyle Ridherdsaa
Wric A. RSahnar, jr.
Kwr Eupme Richter
Kirk Rider
T h ~ m t s8. Ridgley
Mr. & Mrs. Itdm E. Riedrwr
lee1 Kdl R i b
kidwrd A. &1b
George A. Riakw
Anme C. Ritchie
jsmer Dunma Rik&ie
jeffmy Psul R o b W
F r d H. R&erb
Richard 8. Roberts
Gtyhen W. Roberts
Wrlharn I. Robbaon
H m c e J. Rodger0
James Joseph R d g m
Burton R d n e v
h ~ a E d1.
James Lyle 80fohn W. Rqers
Rohm 4 &+ Cimps*y
Ri&ad D.Rohr
Ira fknarrd R w
Esrmrd W. Rowberg
F r d T. Roeenidall
Robert Rownraoa
Hicmld Rosann
Hemrietla Roeenthnl Eatale
Stanley D.Rma. Jr.
,
Sterling L. Roar
David 1. Ram
Milrun Weth
john Cad Rothhanr
Alfred Iwec R o t b a n
Paul Alan Rolhiaan
Glenwood W. 4 F b m m R. Rwr
Gary Alan RWC
Lbyd Allen Rowland
Hubert L. RwtafLds
Gilbtrl Y. RubYbeartefn
Allan A m Rwbin
David Max Rubin
Mi~haelL. Rubin
Mr. & Mss. A. IhVere

Walter john Rumdl
Rumell. Ward L Hcd&ins
Mr. & Mm. ~ m q F.
h Rurviteh
John P. Ryan. Ir.
David R o a Ayder
Henry Clay Ry&r

Roth W. PidmC1

-

.O

Paul L diIisat$el DzrfbPr Ob-emt
- ' Robert A, '13bri-r
*
Rlchmd WflIiml OlBgBrr
Ward -'Eric
C&##&ile
,, Merlii Cld Qmbqij ,
. Robert Jmasl%smm
Mr. & Mm.i&w Or. Q h l M
.4

'

Dandld Allen Pieroe
Mtbl F. Pierce
Lauia D. H a ~ e s
~ t l l f a mj. Rgfm
Pillhwy Ca. Foundation
phn Byeon Pmney
Hmry I.Pltts
M a m e L. Blrra!
Roy AsChur P1mt
#any Wmmn SPlatt
m
e H m r Plert
N. M&& 1 1
El&zBP&ific Equiaw, lne.
RWad W. P ~ g a e
Jrpaes E M Pohlmm
~lan
a. ~ o l a r k ~
Fraak Omdm Pollack

Frnnlr P e n

b m c i A. R&er
William L. Randall
Rmtmbum GB.rporaUm
J-ph 8. Ranrnreier
M n ~ King
y
Raasom. M.D.
Wflltam t-i. kamm

l h 1-h
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Richard li. RalclCff

Joel Scharfstefn
Don A. Bchiertrmn
Allam F. Scfimalrrledt
Robert joel B l m i e r
Sidney Bwh Sdmeider
frrnes F. Scboumse
Edward W. Schrrmm
Wilkieta 1. Schrenk
Rabert C. Schuchardt
R a b r t Dean 83ruler

john L. Gchwendemer
I bi. ~Smblionko
james Edwarcl Swtt
Midieel 6cotl
los&ph G. GcovClle
Peter 51. §cullen
l o b Scurlock
Walter SaudJO
William C. learl. 8r.
Rwssell A. Sear1 &tat@
Jon Michael SebaJy
joseph Boy Ieigar
Ralph lrving Gelby
William M. Sem$ine~
74 Cnvastment Co.
75 Invmtment Go.
Dorothy Ann Slsrvir
Fermon C. &well
Whitney Ntxth Seymour
David Irwin Gbctman
Robert W. Shadd
Donald W. S b f f e r
Will fihafroth
Clark Alan G'krnohan
Edward Lee S h e d
Neloon Am- Sharfrnan
Robert 1. Shaw
William C. Shedd
Myron Mayes m n f e l d
W1&rt M. Ihelbon
fagoes I. Sheridan
Lawrence J. Ghermen
Paul Dltvid Sherr
Arrhur M.Sheiwood
David R. Shevlb
~RoiazrdMark Shivel
Kmneth 0. Ohively
tanglay R. $hot&
Richard L. Shook
lefFrey W. Shopoff
Peter Xavier Gidkinsr
W r g e jahn Siedel
lanice Siegel
Paul Gdwad Siege1
Wales Wilson Sighar
b40n P. Siltin. fr.
Steven Ellis Sitmman
Forrest W. SEmmaa
Seal Norman Eilmn
Stuart Silnai
Richard I. Siager
momas n. s i w m
C e o ~ g eM. & Mabel H.
[rlocum Fbvladatian
William W. Ilucum, jr.
George ]ehn SEykhouat
Fraacia M,h a l l , It.
Mr. a Mn.Albn F. Smith
&uw, M. 1Fmitb
Ohrlea Henry Smith, Br.,
Fmnhrl~n
lamso A b r t %mi&
James W i l m Smith
Mr. a Mrs. J m m s M. Smiil
Lawrence 5. Smith
N

Theodore L Joan $a&
I a w Fom&ion-Dlctmit
'Shedore 1. S t &itdm
R ~ m l dI. St. t&e
M a t h y S. Salimgar

e m m e Sandalow
- TRidand
C. Sawlets
Carol
8Mqpr

Michazl D. Saphter
F. Roland a Maclanne S s r w n
Robert Duvid &arm
Robert F.Btw
1-h
L. Sar
Lawrsnw W. $dud
Mawre1 G. Sdmellkr

Tarass E. !%chafer
Fnadddc C. S6Rafrid

E w e K. Snyder
]a& Ra4pb Snyder

M. tnydw

~OCRZCS

] o h L. Wriedti. fr.
, Daykon E Soby

JWM Simo Wilarin'
M a D. W4bn

"

w.%i&v

W B K ~

William B. W3lsaa
i
Dunaid A. Wi11be
Henry h f t 8 Ulinrrff
JmorW . W i m
~ b I&&&n .V@n&ri,'

.

%abe~tD.Winmu

WiUDaw E. W h m e ~

Fhnlip Wtttm&uuud'W. Wit-,

,

'

jr.

,

A. lAlalff
KWH IsEo4 W ~ l f f
Herbert M,Wolfson ~orr~
M.swolfsob mate ' '
Craig Aten W o b m
Devid FangAlon Waod, jr. c
David Beter Wmd
W4Hism T. Wpod, JP. ,
FrLd M.Womdruff. I*.
Wlliam H. Wleodaan ,
Oeoq6tEp

triekt&-G. *!ward
J e w Ceor@ W+t

LaHart Wright

-

Kethryrs Wnerrn Wriatos
William W, Wmkw ' ':

Mr. & Mru. E.LfakeE ,
Wyckoff, ]r.

N..J ~ d w a ~Y d Q . ~
Wfltram T. Yo*

r*qr. & Mrs. Jam= G,
Richard E. Young
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Arthur Young Fouadetion
Mr.&Mrs,JackY.H.Yuen
Ceryl Ann Fmnbaard

Ralph S. Zahm
Dgvid Charles Zalk
Mcrton M. Z d d
Samuel ZdI
jooaph Ghasles Zsngarle III
Zenith Foundatbh, lac.
Mr. & MFS. Bruce Zankle
Dm&a A, Ziqale
David Hawad ZoQllner

J*
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